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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 16,

ADDerttfcmnUB.

WEEK

“•

Official announcement has been made of
curtailment of train service on the
Maine Central, but no changes on the Mt.
Desert branch are included. It is understood that the service here will remain as
at present, though it is rumored that the
morning train down may be changed to
the

Bangor

leave

hour

an

announcement of 9uch

meeting
Bucksport Nat’l Bank—Statement.

later.

effect,

1,

jewelry, silver, stocks, bonds, deeds,
or will—are they exposed to danger
or burglar ?
fire
At a small cost they
loss
of
by
may he placed in our Fire and Burglar Proof
Vault where they will be beyond the possibility

MAILS CLOSE

odd

f*e:l.i_ows

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, JAN. 16 and 17— Lionel Barrymore in
“The Millionaire’s Double.” Metro, 6 acts.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, JAN. 18 and 19-Mae Murray in “The Primrose
King.” Paramount, 5 acts.
MONDAY and TUESDAY, JAN. 21 and 22-BDnche Sweet and Thomas
Meigban in “The Silent Partner.” Paramount, 5 acts.
The

general admission

to

this theatre is

now

WEATHER
Fop Week

Cream, Tobacco
and Confectionery Stores and News Stands in Maine,
doing a thriving business. The right chance for the right
party. Good reasons for selling.

at

midnight.j

12 m
81—
24—
2
35—
28—
24—
30—

Wed
28—
Thurs 18—
0—
Fri
Sat
10—
Sun
30—
Mon
10—
Tues
8—

CHAS. H.

LELAND,
Ellsworth, Maine

Weather
conditions

American will give a Thrift Card and
Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
If you
subscription to The American, $1.50.
have
Thrift
Card, a Thrift
already
your
Stamp will be sent. Write name and address of
subscriber plainly; also your own name and address, and sen<l, with money, to

bridge, Mass., to-day by

.43

1.10

substituting

is

the

reserve

his route.

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine

savings
in

sale

an

<>f

C.

L.

Morang

at

and

by
one

Mark your address carefully.
Best i.f Stock and Workmanship.

way.

Piompt Delivery.

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital
Established

5

Years

Miss J. A.

1

Bluehill, Me.

Local Agent for Stage and Express

C. O.

BURRILL

&

Representing

Rocks

some

of the leading companies of this

and foreign

FOR sale;
Day-old Chicks and Hatching
and Beds,

pedigreed heavy laying

stuck.

countries

Eggs.

Also Rhode island Bed and

Barred Plymouth Bock breeding cockerels. Prices reasonable considering
quality. If you want day-old chicks, book your order now.
WfS/l. E. WHITING, Ellsworth, Maine

t.l.phono.

Office II,

R.sidenc. 110-13.

Home-Made Marmalade
and
FOR

Shrub
SALE

Miss Caroline

Harrington

Ellsworth,

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
Uurirr

Telephone, 157-11
specialty

repairing

ga intents

Also all
pi ices; woik guaranteed.
*11 Kinds if
Wirt.
NAPHTHA CUANINS kiud* f cleaning. piessiug. cleansing and
n you need
that
whi
»n
mind
bear
repuiiiug
laoods called for aud delivered
well se; a Mini or overcoat I have a small bu«
Special attention to parcel post work I let ed *tocW. and i* will p«y you to ook it
ovei before you decide.
H. B ESTEY & CO.,
DAVID FRIEND
**■•*« Street,
Ellsworth. Me
eil&wcrth
| fS/Yasirt Strtoc

Proprietors

...

at

low

and

the

game with the
this season he sprained

on

the

birth

last

Lincoln

was

position

from be*1

reading

of the supreme court.
nished bonds.
term

Otis

to

Henry

Mrs. Emerson

ligence,
been

Just

before

attempting

to leave town
arrested after

large intel-

held

at

Society

dancing

party

Friday
participated in

hall

last

Doyle,

Dunn

leaves

one

Edward

son,

H.,

an

engineer who for some years
He was
has been located at Corea. .Japan.
notified of his mother’s critical illness two
weeks ago, and started at once for home.
It is one of the regrets of the relatives and
!

is

enjoying

bis

first

ex-

of

P.,

has elected

Hudaon Brann, who enlisted in the
navy, writes to acknowledge receipt of a
Christmas box from the Ellsworth Soldier
Boys’club. He recently returned from a

trip.

|

fund, on or before that date. The
retreasurer acknowledges receipt of
cent contributions:
$336.92
Previously reported,
Junior dancing party, $5 80.
Mrs. K. E. Mason, $5 00.
F. J Dunleavy, $3 00.
Miss Kate Mahoney, James Dunleavy,

in March.

as follows: Harry C. Stratton, C.
C.; Edward F. Robinson, V. C.; Rev. J.
W. Tickle, K.. of R. and S. aud M. of F.;
E. C. Osgood, M. of E.; Harry L. Crabtree,
prelate; Joseph R. Clark, M. of W.;
Reuel Bartlett, I. G.; Arthur |Hart, O. G.

course

family

that

he could

not

step-mother,

of the

officers

had several

friends of the

reach bis mother’s side before the end.

who has Dot

$2

j

Greely, George Harrimaa,
Adams, H. F. Whitcomb, Dr. G.
S. Hagen by, Charles W. Joy, Miss Mary
Finn, Cha.les Peters, fl 00 each.
also received

were

He writes that be has

receipts $363

write

details.

Tressa

who has

much

of

spent

years with her.
The funeral will

be

Friday afteruoou

2

at

and

a

Emerson,
the past
few

held at

the

home

o’clock.
HASKELL.

Quiet

was a

native of Eden, but for

Ellsworth

vessels.

made
sea

He

his

home

in

retiring by nature, those
appreciated his tine qualities. Thoroughly trustworthy, painstakiug and reliable, be was to be depended
upon always in whatever position he w*as
placed, or as a friend.

from

97.

He

KLLSWOKTH FALLS.

and

was

a

veteran of the Civil war,

en-

listing in October, 1862, in the 26th Maine
regiment, and after serving his terra of
nine months ther**, re-enlisting August
16, 1864 in the navy, completing twenty-

Leonard R. Jordan has gone to Belfast,
where be has employment.

as

steward of

w-as

fifty-eight

More extended notice of bis
years of age.
death appears in the West Eden items.

Officers of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A.
R., were installed .Saturday as follows:
William Small, commander; W. J. Connick, S. V. C.; J. L. Cook, J. V. C\; W. A.
Richardson, surgeon; Roscoe G. Taylor,
O. of D.; William Small, Q. v|«; Levi W.
Bennett, O, of G.; A. W. Curtis, chaplain;

Preaching
day morning, having been
for the
ness

of

past

month

on

discontinued

account

of

the ill-

Rev. Henry W. Conley.

Funeral services over the remains of
were
held ajt the
Henry H. Sargent
af ernoon.
Rev.
home last Thursday
Henry W. Conley officiating. Mr. Sargent
wan an upright citizen, a kind neighbor,
and

well

family.
tery|

regarded

in the

community.

friends sympathize with the
Interment was at Juniper ceme-

His many

but

the

life of

a

Mr. and Mrs.

Ellsworth about ten years.
and

sister

Jackson leaves

at

Besides

mentioned..

brother at

a

her

the

Jackson have ljved in
the
Mrs.

Fredericton,

Government >la.y Investigate Maine
System of Registration
Is there danger that Maine wilL be cut
out

from

United

the

registration

States
This is

of

area

the

by the national census
a question now' confront-

officials in the State department of
health.
It is rumored that the
a

birth and

death

Last

bureau of census

efficiency of the
registration of the State.
two representatives of the
bureau,
acting in co-

will make

of the

te9t

week

government
operation with the State department,
surveyed the Maine system for registering births and deaths. Based on their
Washington officials made
survey, the
certain

recommendations

department

which

the

its
health,
through
division of vital statistics, will endeavor
of

to

carry out.
Should the

government bureau later
investigate the actual methods of reporting births, deaths and marriages itt
various parts of theStite, and discover
weakness

the

in

will

physicians
duty in

the

who

of tne

application

locate
are

reporting

those
not

registrars

doing

birth*,

their

deaths,

various communicable diseases,

etc-

investigation might lead to the
immediate prosecution of such delinquent
persons. It would also briug discredit
to Maine and her in titutions if
any
general failure to make prompt and
adequate reports on vital statistics were

Such

an

found.

who knew* him

suddenly Friday at
Millard Jellison of Bar Harbor was here
two months of service.
He served on the
University of Maine, Orono, where he Monday evening on his way to Otis.
ship Sabine, being enrolled as ship’s
had been employed the past few months.
services were resumed SunReed

Bnd.

with

was

>

full

time, he was still up and about the
bouse, and was sitting in a chair when the
end came quickly and painlessly.
in his death. Ellsworth loses a good citizen.

for years,

Mrs.
devotion, has the sympathy of all.
Mrs. Annie furrier, of

and
F.

on

left alone after

sister,
j Jackson’s
Brookline, Mass.,

any

some
1

interesting voyages, but of

is not allowed at this tune to

Burnham,

of

Miss

GEORGE

Mrs. Mabel Webster and Arthur Abram.
Total

McKarland

granddaughter,

George F. Haskell died suddenly last
evening at bis borne on Hancock street.
While he bad been (ailing in health for

Martin L

Subscriptions

P.

A.

invalid

an
now

system, it

00 each.
Dr. Harvard

been

husband,

bureau?

electrical

of C. War Fund.

had

ing

past ten years she had served as
the Ellsworth public reading
room,resigning the first of last November.

man.

Saturday night, Jan. 19. Anyalready contributed and
desires to do so, should send or give his
contribution to F. J. Dunleavy, treasurer

one

He is now at
Dunn, who is now with her daughter,
Mrs. Ruby G. Livingston, in West Somerwill join bim tbere later.
ville, Mass

three-months’

Exchange street, whose
put the offi-

close next

Hazel Giles

Miss

Richard Harvey.

H. W.

a

aroused and

the track of the young

K.

evening. A large number
the dancing.
Music was furnished by
and

on

wrere

on

.Jackson, died
Spruce street,
aged sixty-five years.- Death to her
brings relief after long suffering, for she

matron of

Mrs.

enjoyable

Another
was

cers on

invited.

man

third check

j

JACKSON'.

S.

yesterday at her home

For the

Emerson is survived also by her
Mrs.
Miriam Kent,
of
Fred L.
in
this city for the ! Ellsworth, one half-brother,
The campaign
!
of Ellsworth, a
half-sister, Mrs.
Knights of Columbus war camp fund will Kent,

are

business

was

|

EDWARD

vi r.\L s rv :isii(S.
of

reading and literature clubs in Ellsworth.
was also prominent in the religious
and social life of the Unitarian church.

She

home

The funeral was held at the home this
afternoon, Rev. R. H. Moyle officiating.
The body will be taken to ter former
home at Fredericton for interment.‘f|

for years had
valuable member of

and

the

she

married over fifty
Emerson, who died

was a woman

active

at

N. B.

wide reader and

a

an

held

late

She

C. Abbott

in cash, and leaving
for
$15, in the bank. He signed the name of
D. M. Sargent on the second check.

daughter of the
early womanhood

was

officer.

the outside

be

wife of Edward S.

husband

Ellsworth

in

born

years ago to Homer H.
April 1, 1901.

He

payable
$95, drawing $80

con-

past few

a

She

dressmaking.

He fur-

in

check

been

the

rapidly.
was

In

Kent.

in

taught school in Ellsworth and neighboring towns, and for many years engaged in

of James E.

a

Emerson

Mr9.

since

home, and

October 14, 1840,

in

public

matron of the
had

She

room.

fined to her

as

MRS.

Emily,

characteristic forti-

but with

past year,

tude, continued about her daily task, until early in November, when she retired

John W. Reed died

SURRY

fur

morning
Mrs. Emerson had been failing in health

a

was

street.

All

Mr.

of

team

A.

Church

on

suspicions

FOX, MINK, SKUNK, ETC.

a

early

M. C.

In

home

her

The proceeds will be
day from 2 to 4.
given to the Junior Red Cross workers.

Will lx- at Krvin Carter's stable, the past few years had
Ellsworth, going to
KlUttorth, Saturday, ,lau. 1!*.

1 make

at

non-school

several

Adelaide, widow of Homer H. Emerson,
life-long resident of Ellsworth, died this

Thursday afternoon he
attempting to pass a

any of the

HARDEN,

a

as

will

Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock.

ADELAIDE EMERSON.

MRS.

dancing party which was postponed
Saturday cn account of the storm,
will be held at K. of C. ball next Satur-

the

Maine

bas-

afternoon, charged with
passing two forged checks in Bangor
He pleaded guilty,
amounting to $180.
wrote his confession, and is now under
f400 bail for an appearance in the Febru-

out

The

WANTED FURS
H. H.

a

The funeral

deposited the check in the
Hardy, and drew $35 in
cash, leaving the balance of |50 on account. Going to another bank he made

last

They will return borne
Donaqua lodge, K.

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

As

served a!l of them

OBITUARY.

Friday

name

business for years.
Wilmington, N. C. Mrs.

-l.ktsItllHliril 1807—

of the

weeks had failed

Dole.

tended vacation from

SON

men

arraigned before
Bangor municipal

Ellsworth.

Miss Mollie Sliute of

naval

Bmgor, Thursday, Hutchins made out a check payable to James E.
Hardy, signing the name of Frauk B.

Taunton,
congratulations

Mrs.

sons.

Miss Christina

Ed. G. Williams,

Y.

work.

years,
Blanchard

Arriving

the

friends

of

one

the

ankle, and has since been out of play.

court

will address the club.

receiving

is

Prompt Settlements

Lowest Rates

being in Bar Harbor, he has

fast

star

Judge

The meeting of the EMsworth woman’s
club, postponed from Tuesday of this
week, will be held next Tuesday with
Rev. R. B. Mathews
Mrs. C. R. Burrill.

are

> Correspondence Solicited
Telephones: Office 14, Residence, 41-3.
O. W. TAPLEY
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT
Tapley Building, 13 Main Street, Ellsworth, Me.
Represents Reliable American and Foreign Stock (’ompanie-

Orlitntl Man in Trouble.
Burton M. Hutchins of Orland, aged

thrift

or

the

on

a

Ellsworth

week of twin

Mail charges paid

the

with

nineteen

of Ellsworth

Parcel Post

Since

on

Radio team

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Lincoln of

Shoeand Harness Repairs

young Foriier

been

Afaioe

Wacbusett.

popular boys of
there, both among the
and the townspeople.

teams.

Bank

Ellsworth,

(’.

playing

stamps are
the banks,
postoffice. the two drug stores, and the1 ary

Mass.,

boat

besides

doing

The installation of Irene chapter, O. E.
8., postponed from Jan. 4, will take place
next Friday evening.
Refreshments will
be served after installation.

stores

sweaters for the sailors

Savings

Hancock County

ket-ball player Fortier has distinguished
For four seasons he was a star
player on tbe.Ellsworth high Bcbool team,

chestra.

war

commenced

himself.

give
dancing
party at Hancock hall Friday evening.
Music will be furnished by Higgins’ or-

The

A War Savings Certificate
with stamps affixed is increasing in value every minute.
They are
85 Government obligations, bear 4 per cent, interest, compounded
quarterly. They cost 84.12 in January, 19IS and are worth $5 in
1923. We have these Savings Certificates for sale, also Thrift
Stamps at 25 cents each.

Hancock

of

chapter

most

reserve

George 8. Wescott has leased the Starkey
shop on Water street, and will continue
the harness and shoe repairing business

now on

branch

Cross

American that

on

on

State

law.

new

Fortier of Ellsworth, tirstoffice of the secHarbor, has been
elected captain of the newly organized
naval reserve basket-ball team. It is an
election that reflects not only his ability
as a player, but his popularity in Bar Harman
tells The
bor. A Bar Harbor

Miss
Zelma
Morey has gone to
New York, where she will train for a Red
Cross nurse, at the Roosevelt hospital.

roll Meader

Red

Llewellyn

the serious ill-

|

'"I

class yeoman now in the
tion supply officer at Bar

D. Knapp.
Mrs. Fred W. Beal, with little son, who
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Frank
8. Lord, returned to Boston 8aturday.

—==

—

formed

unions

supervisory

Ellsworth

patrol

coast

o/Ellsworth,Maine

f

1—

con-

throughout the

purpose being the discussion
of organization and main-

of

and ten

of her sister, Mrs. E.

carrier

Similar

m.

knitted cfgban squares. It has also given
to the boys leaving for camp fifty sweaters,

Thompson.

THE

details

a.

held

work September 29, and has made live
shipments to date: 434 sw< aters, 78 pairs
of socks, 84 helmets, 199 pairs of wristlets,
20 mufflers, 5 pairs of hospital socks, 84
pajama suits, 132 surgical shirts, and 129

Ration

Jordan, who has spent the past
few days at his home here, left Monday
for the training camp at Ayer.
Mrs. W. W. Wescott was called to Cam-

The Unitarian club will

The

the

The

there.

r-

at 9.30

county

Precip-

afternoon
clear
fair
cloudy
fair
clear
rain
snow,rain
clear
clear
clear
clear
snow
snow.rain

r—

Union Trust Company

Superintendent Thomas and H. O. Allen,
agent for rural education, will be present.

R. F. D.
Drummey,
1, is spending a vacation in Boston. Car-

EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS

supersuper-

are

tenance

forenoon
fair

Chandler

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS

of

to be

of

Colin

ness

Address,

members

ferences
Stale,

Jan. 15, 1918.
observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

4am

One of the best located and equipped Ice

postoffice half

Midnight Tuesday,

at

Temperature

sale:

of

31, beginning

| From

ending

6 and 15 cents.

Ending

of loss.

intendents of schools of Hancock county
will be held at Ellsworth Thursday, Jan.

ELLSWORTH

IN

com-

school committees and

under the terms of the

There will be 2 shows every Saturday night, at 7.15 and 9.00

FOR

intending

AT POSTOFFICB

Registered mail should be at
au hour before mail closes.

building

conference

A

Going West—10.30 a m; 5.50 p m.
Going East—6.10 am: 8.45 p m.

BIJOU THEATRE

January

It has been decided

price.

low
m.

~

—

r

mortgages,

admit all children of the public schools
Ellsworth, of whatever age, at special

to
of

1----

of the

mittee of the church.

HAILS RECEIVED.

Week Da ye.
From West—6.41, 11.46 a m; 4.24 p
From East—11.10 a m; 6.22 p ro.

auspices

under the

1917.

---

Your

—

Dec.

—-

been

To-morrnw

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

■

Valuables?

No official

change has

a

evening at the CongregaAgricultura! S ciety—An* tional church Rev. A. M. MacDonald of
|
Bar Harbor will give his lecture on JeruI Hangor:
salem. illustrated by s’t reopticon. Many
L P Chuicb Meu wanted
of these pictures were taken by himself
I
and colored in Jerusalem. The lecture is
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
Jn

•

Where Are YOUR

made, however.

Blufhii.l:
Mar.cock County
nurtl meeting

\

No. a.

i

8.

Bijou theatre
Union Trust Co
The Burrill National bank
Countv Commissioners’ notice
H F wescott—County treasurer
Horse to let tor keeping
H W Dunn—Monuments
Burry:
H H Harden—Furs wanted
Bucespoht:,
Bucksport Loan A Building Asi'n—Annual

I

i"TffS
riljtirrt!0nncntB.

D. L. Fields, adjutant; John Armstrong,
M.; Charles Fogg, Q. M. S.; John B.
Dean, P. I.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVKK3ISRMKNT8 THIS

1918.

j

cooper.

Mr. Haskell

was

born

in

Levant,

but

came here as a boy.
He learned the cooper’s trade with the Ulmers, and worked
for years with the Ulmers, and later with
the McDona.de, in me null on the site oi

^f££‘r"

Tons of China Clay
One firm in Cornwall, England, pro.
duces no leas than 2:50.000,01Hi tons of
china clay per annum.
OOMINCi EVEN is
Thu

sday evening. Jan IT, at Ongrcgational church—Illustrated lecture, Jerusalem. by Rev. A. M. MacDonald of Bar
Harbor.

Tickets,

26 cents:
all
public
Ellsworth. 15 eec:s.
Friday evening, Jan. IS, at Hancock
ball—Dancing party by Unitarian club.
Tickets, 35 cents per couple: extra ladies,
school children of

10 cents.

the present foundary and machine works.
He was a member of Win. H. H. Rice

8a urd*»y afternoon, Jan. 19, *
hall—Juvenile dancing part>.

post, G. A. R., and had served two years
as commander, two years as
quartermaster, and hel; other <-Hires in the pos*. IT
wa.R also a m°m -er of ibe several rms< rti
bodie
i
Ell wort:, aii haJ f or years

10 cents.

K. of C*.
Tickets

Thursday evening, Jan. 31. at Elka
building. Central
square.
CamOritge,
Mass.-Eleventh annual mraoire reunion’
Tickets,

50 cents.
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j
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"Lesson 3—First Quarter, January 20, 1918.

aifortnsnnrnUL

Jflutna Benefit Column.

“Helpful

Motto:

HOW THIS
NERVOUS WOMAN
GOT WELL

MAW***

Hopeful."

and

The purposes of this column are succinc y
.* 1
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut
benefit, and aims to i>e helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good.lt Is for the oouy
of Inroon use—a public servant, a purveyor
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
solicit*
It
of Ideas, it, this capacity

Its success depend* largely
communications,
Comon the support given it In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications w ill be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of ib< column, but
Address
will De rejected without irood rwason
to
ail communications
and

Lesson. Mark 1:21-34—
Gal. 6:2—Golden
Verse,

Text of the

Memory
*Text, John, 9:4—Commentary
pared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

Pre-

This lesson might he entitled, “Some
of the Words and Works of Jesus
Christ,” and the Golden Text should be
of himself,
as true of his followers as
for he said to his father, “As thou hast
even

In the rest of our lesson chapter we
all
see him casting out demons, healing
manner of diseases, and even leprosy,
written in Matt. 4:23, "And
as it is
Jesus

went annul

an

uaua-c,

imuiuiK

their synagogues, and preaching the
Gospel of the Kingdom, and healing all
manner of sicbhess and all manner of
disease among the people.” In Matt.
5 to 7 we have the laws or life of the
kingdom, and in Matt! 8 and 9 as in today’s lesson some samples of kingdom
health, for when the kingdom comes
the inhabitant shall not say, “I am sick
—and the people that dwell therein
shall be forgiven their iniquity.” (Isa.
in

83:24.)
seems strange that while men do
know this Holy One of God, the
It is
demons know him (vs. 24, 34).
written; “The demons believe and
tremble” (Jas. 2:19). It is still tme
that men, women and children are oftfimes possessed by evil spirits, and
Mamed for what the evil spirits say
and do through them. To bring them
to Jesus would be better than finding
fault with them, for he is still the
same Jesus, and as able to cast out
demons as when on earth in his humiliation. But we must remember, as we
saw
in last week’s lesson, that the
kingdom has not come yet, and kingdom conditions can only be by special
grace, and foreshadowings of the future.
As to his authority (vs. 22, 27)
he is in the place of all power at the
father’s right hand, and when we are
really and whole-heartedly here for
him and his affairs, we may hear him
say, “Concerning the work of ray hands
command ye me.” (Isa. 45:13). Lesson verses 29-31 introduce us to the
home of Simon Peter whose wife’s
mother lay sick of a fever. It was a
poor time to bring company home
from church, some might have thought
and said; but as no remarks are recorded from Peter’s wife on this occasion, we may sup-pose that she was
glad to see her husband's friends even
though her mother was sick. If she
did not entertain angels by her hospitality, she received the Lord who has
thousands of thousands ministering to
him, and she must surely have been
glad all her days, and to this present
time, and forever, because of him who
came to her home that day.
Immediately, as he took the sick one by the
•hand, she was well, perfectly well, no
*dow and gradual recovery, and helped
Peter’s wife to minister to her visitors.
See Heb. 13:2, and compare the story

It

not

in v»en.

10.

What multitudes of people were
made glad, and homes made happy,
that evening, by him who Is the source
of all health and happiness and peace
and joy. who will Anally banish all sorrow, and crying, and pain, and death
from the whole earth (vs. 32-3-4). No
doubt he slept after the labors of such
a day and evening, for his
body was
mortal and he was often weary, and on
one occasion we And him sleeping In
the midst of a great storm.
In the
morning, a great while before day, he
was away In a solitary place. In communion with his Father, for that was
more to him than aught else (vs. 35)
and it should be so to us also. Simon
and the others having found him. and
told him that many were seeking him.
his reply was. “Let us go into the next
towns for therefore came I forth." We
should consider whether we are ever
ministering to the same people, or

reaching

new

people.

In his Journeyings a leper came to
him with great faith saying. “If thou
wilt thou canst make me clean." He
surely believed that nothing wus too
hard for such a wonder worker (Jer.
”2:17, 27; (Jen. 11:14), and he was not
disappointed. The great heart ol
heavenly compassion put forth his
hand and touched him. saying, "I will,
be thou clean,” and Instantly the lepet
was cleansed.
We can scarcely Imagine the joy of deliverance from such
a living death; and we should surelj
trust the Lord to give us hearts oi
compassion for the multitude of lepers
in the world today. We send money tc
Miss Mary Reed in India every month
for her work among the lepers, and urs
also caring for many leper men, and
women. and children of leprous pa
rents, through the society, giving soim
physical comforts and bringing them
flic Gospel. We need the compassionate heart of Jesus for all the sufferins
and shepherdless ones In all the world

~

j

Christopher, 111.—“For four years I
suffered from irregularities, weakness,
___________
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THE AMERICAN,
Mlewmrtb, Me.

nervousness,

and

Two of

condition.

beet doctors
failed to do me any
good. I heard so
much about what
i Lydia E. Pink hems
Vegetable Compound had done for
I others, I tried i.
and was cured. I

reason.

BAYSIDE,

AN OvERWOHKKD RECITER.
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boy whose name waa
Robert Reece,
he bad to say a
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And every Friday
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So
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he

learned that

soon

he

store

*till;kept
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am no

learn-

what happened:
called upon one week.
And totally forgot the piece he was
this is

uow
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about

“My
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superb,
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w

and
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them to
of

minds,
of

we

and

the
were

again.
poems,

feel the old thrill

eneigy, of emotion,
awakened by the sen-

always
timents they expressed.
Do you know, reading is really a fine
wonder sometimes, if, with the
art. I
was

“ologies,*’

numerous

which

have de-

veloped in later years in the curriculum of
the schools, reading has cobne to be con-

I have

Perhaps there’s
than oue possibly.
super-abundance of

sidered of little account.
a reason

for

it,

more
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minds
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not
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given

All officers, except the lecturer, were installed by Bro. F. T Jellifo^, «'"r
which the worthy master, H. H. Clark,
Thr
installed Bro. Juittsoii as lecturer.
“girls’’ presented a good program. The
reading of the “Aroatus Gaxette," writ-

to

try

aB

one or

goat.”
8RDUW1CK, 244.

January 11 there were thirty at the
regular meeting. The worthy master gave
a very interesting report of Btate grange.
The first and second degrees were conThe lecturer
ferred on oue candidate.
for

program

tnn’re a contribution to the str’e.
The Idea meets with wide commendation In the German newspapers, but
critic notes that "there
one English
Is some difference between male conscription. which puts a man Into a
regiment run by and for the state,
which
and a female conscription,
makes a girl work without wage for
the profit of private Individuals. The
latter cannot with accuracy be called

Figured

j.

following recipes
reliable. If you are
may

Blanc

Rev. Henry Blanchard, D. !>., one of the
Unlversalist ministers in New
England and for twenty-one years pastor
of tbe Congress Square church, Portland,

Wednesday, age eighty-five years.
The grocery store of Alec C. Smart at
Millinocket was burned Thursday, with

died

anything but slavery.”

loss of

$5,003

building,

on

two and

a

one-

story building, with dwelling apartments of Mr. Smart above the atore, and
flO.OOOon contents. Mr. Smart's mother,
who Bred with him, fell dead of heart
failure while watching the fire from a
halt

next

neighboring

Jose-

store.

Major General Augustas B. Farnhsru,
former adjutant general of Maine, died at
the Eastern Maine general'bosptUl, Monday morning, at tbe age of seventy-eight
Gen. Far»ham was one of the first
officers of Co. H, Second Maine regiment,
and bis record of service was notable. He
years.

nearly lost bis life on the battlefield, receiving a bullet that be carried with him
to his deathbed. After the war, he was
honored by bis fellow citizens in numerous ways, having been postmaster of Ban-

assistant

quarter of a century,
gor for nearly a
sheriff of Penobscot county, commander

Hendrickson is hauling ice at Blue-

G. A. K., Loyal Legion, G. A.
K., and Knights Templar.

of the Maine

The smelt fishermen have moved their

Sedgwick.
Capt. Barry Alley

tents to

of

Ellsworth spent

the week-end here.
Curtis
in

Young and Bert Hendrickson
Ellsworth Tuesday.
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raiUoad bridge of
Central across tbe Kennebec
river between Fairfield and Beuton wa*»
completed last week. Tbe COU *a*fl,000000. The single track
bridge between
WaterviHe and Benton will be abandoned.
Tbe

'j

—

_

Mrs. Frank Day of Sedgwick visited her
father, E E. Novella, this week.
Mrs. Thomas Forbes has returned from

\

SHOT IN HIS CELL

10 a

Tbe

new

double track

rail

route shortens the

distance

Bangor 90Q

feet

Tbe bridge is of
is supported by twenty-two

and

steel,

curves.

concrete piers and two concrete abutui^nu.
Tbe bridge has the same locate u as a

bridge of tbe Penob-cot and K* ndestroyed b^- tire in 1-73.
Traffic began crossing tbe bridge last Sunday.
wooden

ot.h'«railroad

An

almost

unbelievable

condition

of

affairs is

reported by a State agent for the
prevention of cruelty to anitn-il* who in
bis official capacity recently visited the
farm of Willi tin Haines, two miles from
cold that,
Skowbegan. The barn wa«
according to the officer, one sheep, one
cow, t hree h i far* and
had frozen to death.

stock,

three calves

number

a

were so

they had to be killed.

that

some

of the

conditions

possession.

Two

bv

w

bens

found

was

taken

beep

dead bodies were
In thy honse

the officer.

w ere

women

It

bad

beifer|

into the bouse and their
there

of

remaining
badlv affected

Of tbe

that

*»*en

customer.

Y-

Maine

by eliminating

sea-

Jan. 1*.

new

tbe

between WaterviHe and

Man Who Denounced America and
holiday
Boston,
spent
j
Killed Marshal, Himself Killed.
son.
A man who told the police of Mal£.1. Oracle drove to Bucksport Saturday, I
,den. Mo., he was L. H. Wlssmann of
after the new horses Mr. Allen purchased
Havana, III., was captured In a swamp
in Boston.
near there by a posse of several hunwood
1
are
Lin
Mi. and Mrs.
Leigbto
j dred men after he had shot and killed
on
of
the birth
receiving congratulations
j City Marshal R. S. St.'Clair when the
a daughter, born Jan. 13.
marshal tried to arrest him for utter
Miss Hazel Friend went to Boston
ing disloyal sentiments. A member of
Thursday after a vacation# with her parthe posse that captured Wlssmann
ents, Mr. aul Mr*. Pascal Friend.
shot and probably mortally wounded
him in his cell In the Jail here aftei
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen returned Sunday
his capture.
from a trip to Boston and New York.
Members of the posse say Wlssmann
Mr. Allen bought a pair of horses while
was heard to remark a few days ago:
aw ay.
with the Red Cross, the
“To
barrels
received five
M. Allen
G.
government and Wilson!”
of sugar Wednesday, and he was certainly
Maps showing the farms of this part
the busiesV man ■•in tow n Thursday and
nt the country with the names of the
Friday, for the news w-as not long reociiownerg and a list of their principal
uig surrounding towns. Five pbuuds were
products were found in Wiss.naan'i
the

where she

sold

VltUUM

(

best known

NORTH SEDGWICK.

were

r»*

if,-

t

j

preside.

Gray, master; H rvard Dow,
overseer; Stella C. L.vmburner, lecturer;
Fred W, Wesse!, steward; Walter A.
steward; Elizabeth
Clement, assistant
Dow, chaplain; Angie Cousins, treasurer;
Ptaebe D. Weaeel, secretary; uforl Green,
gatekeeper; Annie Grindle, Ceres; Nora
Hattie
Hopkins
Saunders, Pomona;

lady

j

meeting of; the; Demos a
state
ittee last seek It was vCSeii to hold
the
of
in
Portth« state convention
party
William K. Psttangall will
land April 4.

phine P.

Clement,

1

per

buy

tom

^
are:

coat

back
24 Tablets for 25e.
At any Drug Store

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOK8VILLE.

newly-elected officers

proportionate

on

tablet, you aave 9Hc when you
HiHV—Cure* Cold

meetiug.
--

j

—

hill.

Mange—Two cupfuls
milk, 2 tsilespoors
oruetarch. pirn b of
*«!t. any kiwij>f C’bDUtd or fresh fruit, 2
latdcspoouiuls sugar. Heal the milk iu a
double boiler, dissolve tbe cornstarch in a

one,

interesting

an

compulsorily
from their homes
“trained" either In a profession, a
duties.
trade or In household
The characteristic German division
between rich and poor Is
Cirls of the upper
In the project
classes are to be trainee! In special
Institutions; poor girls will go to factories or be pin red In private households, where their employers trill give
them a trifle of pocket money nrd

on

tbe

to have sugar you
both of them.

j

ten by some of the girls, caused much
laughter. At the next meeting the “boys
will present the two final degrees of the
farce “Joining the Tinpamtes.” Everybody will see Paddy O’Flynn “ride the

read

No advance in price for thi* 2& yearold remedy—25c for 24 tablet*-Some
cold tablet* now 30c for 21 tablets

maintained

460, SURRY.

ARBtJTUS,

the following may in-

a*

next

meeting.

Flora; Helen
steward.
are so

op

*jj£r

CAStARAK QUININE

and

two candidates.

A

Bert

fortunate
Fruit

peri.>dic*i*. In many|c«tse»,
is just as well to do that. No

perhaps, it
certainly, ci4Aa*ethem all in. No
After ail, there is a
one wants to do it.

they

like

literature, of books, of magazines and papers, we quite likely fall into the habit of
just skimming over the contents of these
books

home

FOUNDER OF THE BSD CROSS.

read the few words which recall

our

inspiration,

which

of

words

re-echoed again and
The roost of them were grand old

repeated and

and

Thee

One of the world's greatest benefactors, who
died in s nursing home in .Switzerland in bi«
eighty-third year, was Henri Donant, who
had lived quite long enough to realize that
his “happy thought” had brought antoid
benefit to mankind, and helped more than
any one thing to ameliorate the horrors of
war. Tbe plain fact is that every Bed Cross
train, every Red Cross ambulance, and every
Red Cross nurse and surgeon and helper, is
a monument to this man with a big heart.
He became a doctor, and was on a pleasure
trip in Italy when the great battle of SolferHe witnessed the terrible
ino took place.
sufferings of tbe wouuded left untended on tbe
He
called
the
women of the district to
field.
his aid aud had the wounded carried to a
neighboring church, where he teuded them.
This terrific experience, and the work of
Florence Nightingale in tbe Crimea, led him
to initiate an international agreement for the
better care of the wouuded in battle, and tbe
famous Rpd Cross convention was the result.
It was signed at Geneva by representatives of
twelve Powers iu 1834
When the Nobel prize was awarded to
him—never more worthily—in 1901, Dunant
is said to have been in a state of poverty.

bring

will

it

pupils,

of the

need

away.
was born

terest you:

Some ©l you may find entertainment in
classifying this medley of poetic lines.
visions

of

midst

the Bed Cross work

Dear Mutuals:

back

the

In

this time when

At

gesture tine;
His schoolmates all applauded as he finished
the last line.
‘*1 see it doesn’t matter.” Robert thought,
“what words I say.
So long as 1 declaim with oratorical display!”

To the old school

just passed

name.

The curfew mua: not ring to-night! O woodman! spa.e that tree.
On, Stanley, on!
Charge, Chester, charge!
And let who will be clever,
The boy stood on the burniug deck but I go
ou forever!”
Hiselocotiou

has

household duties, with her little children
still in the home nest, she wrote the
words which will long perpetuate her

wild belle!

you’re.waking, call

hour,”

Annii Sherwood Hawks
1835.

Norvalou| the Grampian Hills,

ring out

two that the author of “I

every’

conferred

were

Get the Genuine

ably

second

first and

The

present.

degrees

The

of Drachenfels;
name

Lydia
Compound,

If complications exist, write Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for
suggestions in regard to your ailment.
The result of ita long experience is
at your service.

the breaking
the schooner Hesperus
waves dashed high.
Waal means
crowded?
Forum
Why is the
ihis stir in Rome?
Coder a spreading cnestnut-tree, there i* no
place lii e come.'
When Freedom from her mountain-height
cried, ‘Twinkle, little star.'
Shoot, if you must, ta a old gray head, Ring
Henry of Navarre!
Roll on, thou deep Mud dark blue castle-crag
was

My

Nervousness is often a symptom of
weakness or some functional derangement, which may be overcome by this
famous root and herb remedy,
as
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
thousands of women have found by

experience.

proudly by.
It

■

Heller, Christopher, 111.

who etaudest

beautifuj,

beautiful, my

*

and in excellent
health. I believe the Compound will
”—Mrs. Alice
trouble.
cure any female

to

speak.
His brain be cudgeled. Not a word remained
wit hin his bean !
And so be spoke at random, and this is what
he saiu:

ner-

fa
I

And

longer

476, ELLSWORTH.

Bay side grange held its regular meeting
and seven
members
with twenty-four

*

Money

after the war are being made
In Germany, and there Is a general
feeling that girls, as well as boys,
will be compelled to undergo a regular
to
period of training corresponding
the Oermnn youth’s service In the
army. The service proposed for girls
It 1* proIs not military but civil.
posed that all women should, preferat the age of seventeen, be taken

women

munication* will be subject to approval by
th“ editor, bat none will be rejected without
good

37% More
For Your

Germtny Consider* Training to Match
Boy*1 Military 8ervlce.
Plans for genera* conscription of

This column is devoted to the Grange. e*
coun.v.
pecially to the grange* of Hancock
The column is open to all granger* forth*
and
interest,
discussion of topic* of general
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short and concise. Alljcommunicntions roust
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

our

have 1 Once there

hie into the world,
also sent them into- the world.' and
after his resurrection he said to his
disciples, “As my father hath sent me,
(John 17-18; JOeven so send I you.”
21. ) As to his own words and works
he said, “The words that I speak unto
but the fayou I speak not of myself;
ther that dweileth in me, he doeth the
works.” (John 12:49-50; 1-1:10.) When
therefore we read in lesson verses 21/
22, that he taught them as one that
had authority, we see why; and we
should lay to heart 1 1’et. 4:11, "If
as the
any man speak, iet him speak
oracles of God.” See also Ex. 4:12;
Jer. 1:7-9; I’hil. 2:13; Col. 1:2G.
sent

so

Her Sincerity Should Convince Others.

| Told by Herself.

terebaage

♦__

asomiflnnmh

GIRLS MAY BE CONSCRIPTED

®rang»r«.

thr

3mong

found to be

jre

sick

»o

serious

the

indeed.

»*me

room

kept, all in tbe kitchen,
WEST
tbe bens finding roosting-places on the
milk and cook it for a half-hoar, 6tirring
“survival of the fittest.”
Miss Gayoell Bridges is teaching at No.
telephone and mangel. Some of the dead
half done add the
occasionally. When
African*
Here is a
Surprise Congregation d hens bad not even been removed from the
parallel line of thought.
sugar and salt. Pour this into covered
Church
in
Noted
Paris.
Consider all the so-called gospel hymns
room, and it was thought that the bodies
Mrs. Esther Closson visited at Brookliu
so ttny are a
quarter full,
An odd spectacle was seen at the of tbe two heifers were dragged from the
which have been gathered into singing- ! jelly glasses
when slightly cool, place some ffesh recently.
then,
In
Paris
Orntolre
school
books for evening and Sunday
recently. Twelve kitchen into a back room after ;ne arrival
from syrup) on it
or canned fruit (fre3
Rufus Bridges and Gilbert Carter are in
Basuto laborers stood before the al- of tbe officer. Mr. Haines is eighty years
service.
Good? Why, yes,
every one
Hiid cover with more cornstarch. Serve-’ the woods for Otis Hooper.
tar and sang several Psalms In their old and is
of them expressing that which is good
reputed to be possessed of conwhen perfectly cold.
and true; but how many of them survive?
Floyd Hamilton has opened the school own language. They are part of the siderable means. He was sentenced to
Chocolate
Oat
wellRolled
Cake-2
in
district.
this
Not very many, considering the hundreds
contingent brought to France last Jan- thirty days in jail and thirty days adbeateu eggs, ^ teaspoonful salt, 1 tessreason
that have beeu written. The
the British authorities to ditional in default of fine.
uary by
Leroy Carter nas gone to RockLnd to
1
vanilla,
poonful
cupful sugar, % qupful enter the naval training station.
N.
work behind the front and were paymay be that the music of many, set to
]
or
ground
grated
chocolate, % cup flour, %
sextuple measure, has not that substantial
Allen Carter, who has been visiting his i Ing a visit to Paris, In charge of Ideurolled
baking
powder, 1% cups
NORTH HULL!VAN.
element that is lasting. Here is one teaspoon
granddaughter, Mrs. Flossie Day, at ! tenant Mahilln. son of a Swiss Protestthat abides. Jt bas a
ant pastor, and a naturalized Afriplace in church oats, yA cupful shredded cocoanut,chopp< d South Bluehill, is borne.
kemro Hall is ill of chicken pox.
nut
the
Sift
meats,
chopped.
hymnals, and has been used everywhere. V4 cupful
cander.
H. E. Robertson and Weston Robertson
Johu Bolin and wife, who have been
You may have noticed within a week flour and baking powder and mix ingrePastor Shrlstol, who was a mission- were in Ells won b Mon
lay.
Mrs. Bolin’s mother, Mrs. Maria
visiting
dients in order given
Drop by teaspoonary In Basutoland for 25 years, welMrs. Frank Cummings spent Friday in
fuis on buttered pans an inch apart and Carter, have returned to Bucksport.
comed
them
at
the
and
two
Oratolre,
WAS IEKLINQ ALL KUN DOWN.
B.
Jan. 14.
Bar Harbor.
bake in a quick oven, about ten minutes.
^
of them replied In Basuto.
Symptoms of on-coming kidney trouble deMr. and Mrs. Robert Abel are in New
serve prompt attention, for neglect invites
--=■
aGUUWltlk.
WEST
York visiting their son George.
serious illness.
Louis Hu kner. Sorperaet.
Va
w.ites:
**I war fee ing all ruu down;
NEW CAMOUFLAGE DISH
Miss Mery Nevells is teaching in BlueLAMOINE.
I
Catherine Springer is ill of measles.
tired, with paiDs in my b.*ck.
After taking
Foley Kidney Pills I fe't like s new man.”
Master Kenneth Springer ban recovered
News of the death o' W. A. Haslam of hill.
backache, rheumatic pains, stiff joints, sore
ChemNoted
“Aginomoto.’*
Japanese
from it.
Weeks Mills in the town of China was
muscles, ►wol.en ank es. pnttness under eves.
Fanny and Hazel Grindle, who are
ist Calls His Invention.
**
»nd sleep-disturbing bladder ail euts yield received
with sorrow by his many friends
S. H. S. basket-bail team went to Bar
employed at the Falls, are home.
War prices for foodstuffs will have
quickly to this time-tried remedy, a boon to
He
Harbor Friday night, where it was demiddle-aged men aud women.—Moore's Drug here, where he formerly resided.
Mrs. John
Grindle and young son
no terrors for citizens of the United
-•'tore
died on December 22, after a short illness
Arlington are visiting at Bluehiii Falls.
States if they adopt the “meat camou- ! feated by the Bar Harbor team.
of pneumonia.
Mr. Hanlam was born in
Mrs. Agnes Hall was called home from
son
Chaito
and little
Mrs. Grace
flage” invented by Dr. K. Breda, a JapWaltham about fifty-live years ago.
H
Addiaon last week by the illness ot her
are
her parents,
anese chemist of note.
Lawrence
isiting
first wife was Clara Swett of this place,
Richard Benson and wife.
“Aginomoto.” or “Juste creation," the sou Zemro.
and for years he made his home on the
Ernest Haskell, who has been teaching
Mrs. JPhehe D. Wes eel and little son "brown men call It..
Swett place here, carrying on the farm,
Yutaka Tanaka, a Japanese commer- near Kineo, is Bpending his vacation with
Laura
of
were
Wentworth
guests
and for some time driving a stage between
cial
d«scrlbes
In
Denver.
agent
his
Slmi ar ( ases Being PubliaLed
visiting
Howard Friday.
parents.
Ellsworth and Latnoine.
He moved to
“aginomoto” as a preparation made
In Each Issue.
The Red Cross workers sent to Bar HarAlbion about six years ago and
Funeral services for Mrs. James E.
from
humble
Is
from
It
the
turnip.
mostly
bor branch last week a box containing 41
held at the Home Sunday
there to C tina.
His second wife was Gray were
manufactured In powder form and
The follow ing case is but‘one of many Miss Fannie
pairs of stockings, 11 sweaters and 6 suite
Pierce of Ellsworth, who afternoou.
article
of
when
food
on
It
any
spread
occurring daily in Ellsworth. It is an survives him.
of pajamas.
J.n 14.X.
Another box will be sent
He leaves also two chilImparts a delicious meat flavor.
easy matter to verify it. You cannot ask
soon.
dren by his ftrit wife and two
hU
by
for better proof.
Jan. 14.
H.
second.
Mr. Haslam was an estimable
aDumi&run;*
John W. camped, lumberman, Liberty
This Judge Had a Heart.
St says; **I c-n say
Doan’s Kidney citizen, a good neighbor, and a
loyal
and
the
me
court
“She told
clerk
Pills nave done me a world of good. At friend.
Of H .1 ITNKY OFFER—Tills and 5c.
MAD THK GRIP THKKt WF.I RS.
she was Just eighteen years old. and I
my work, loading logs, I am exposed to
DON’T MI88 TH18. Cut out this slip, en"
all kinds of weather and this sometimes
January comes la grippe. Lingering
signed here,” explained Peter P. | coldsitbseem
close with 5c aud mall it to Foley A Co.,
to settle iu the system, causing
brings on attacks of backache. My
2*35 Sheffield Ave
Chicago. 111., writing
Swartz of Colony, Okla.. charged by cue to ache all over, feel feverish sod chilly,
SURRY.
have
been
in
action
kidneys
irregular
your name and address clearly. You will
heavv
and
tneu,
drooping. dr». Lime Tyles,
his father-in-law, E. V. Upchurch, of
and the secretions have passed too freely
receive in return a trial package containing
Henderson. Ky.t writes:
Sterling Anderson is ill.
daughter bad
j1 at
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, for
in securing a license to marry la grippe for three weeks.“My1 had be doctor
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WAR LEAVES
SUFFERING FROM COLO
If you shiver in

frosty

weather, if you have cold hands
and feet, if colds are stubborn
and frequent, then your blood
may be thin and

'!

impoverished.

MAN SIGHTLESS
AND ARMLESS

scorn

Another Hero Brings to Victim
Priceless Reward.

EMULSION

ROMANCE GF THE TRENCHES

has been correcting this condition for nearly fifty years. It
possesses rare powers for

Village

creating natural body warmth,
(or charging summer blood

with winter richness and
both throat
and lungs.

strengthening

LAUNDRY

But Method* Employed by New York
Man to Get It Involved Him
in Serloue Trouble.

of the Maim.

girl—not more than twenty yearsu>ld—
managed to hurst through the knot of
officers, fashionably gowned women
and civilians who were Jammed at the

If any one had spoken to Charle*
Turpin the other day at two o'clock
It Is Just about a ten-to-onc shot that

side door of the first-class car.
Behind her trailed a man wearing the
uniform of a French soldier.
She held his sleeve clutched tightly
In her hand, and he followed her with
center

would have been forthcoming. For at thut hour Mr. Turpin was
being removed, feet up. from the
rathskeller laundry of Charles Fung.
West Fourteenth street, followed by
the rulu of his own Inundry bundle,
the Imported imprecations of Mr. Fung
and two iwillcemen, who were ready
at n moment's notice to repent what
had already been transacted regarding Mr. Turpin's skull, says the New
In brief, Mr. Turpin
York Herald.
was as busy as a witch.
Inasmuch us Mr. Turpin has made
no statement other than that the remaining days of C. Fung upon this
earth are uuinbered. It Is difficult to
learn what started the typhoon. Mr.
Fang speaks a number of dialects
which no fine cares to listen to. and
aside from gestures his descriptive
powers seem notoriously weak.
All that Is cleur Is that Mr. Turpin,
having lost* Ills check, demanded his
laundry at once, and during the Indecision of C. Fung, began to open bundles
and try on anonymous shirts.
Mr.
Fung blew a police whistle once, after
which Mr. Turpin Is alleged to have
sent the whistle In one blow from Mr.
Fung's mouth to a point off Sandy
Hook. It took three policemen to convince Mr. Turpin that In matters pertaining to laundry he Is all wrong, and
'la the Jefferson Market court he was
held In $1,500 hall as an unusually
no answer

disorderly

Hearing

A "Metro" trnln polled Into the Atmn
station on the Chumps Klysees line. ^It
was nearly six O’clock and
every seat
was taken and the aisles were crowded. The crowd, as in the New York
subway during rush hours, packed
Itself
Rightly around the side doors of
the cars.
A slender, falr-hnlred, well-dressed

The Norwegian cod liver oil In
Seett'i Emulsion is now refined In onr
•wn American laboratories which
makes U pure and palatable.
Scott/k Bowne. Bloomfield.N.J. 17-12

JUST WANTED HIS

Belle on

Ing of Farmer Boy Acquaintance Offers to Marry Him—Care of
Sightless and Armless Husband Splendid
Example of the Spirit of the Women
of France.

fnmbllng steps.
No sooner had they entered than
the train started, and the girl, still
putting the soldier after, edged away
from the door and to-the nearest seats
—there, are cross scats like In railway
cars In the Paris underground system.
Two young women—clad In furs and
silks, tlielr blackened eyes, scarlet lips
and
crimsoned
cheeks
proclaiming
them of the demi-monde, were occupying the nearest seat.
“Will yon please give yonr plnee to
i mutlle of the war?” said the fnlrtialred girl, the soldier always at her
Seels.
Instantly, as the crowded train
stared with curious eyes, both women
irose. The girl pushed her companion
forward from out of the crowd and he
sat down.
She sat beside him.
When the soldier sat down one
could understand why the girl led him.
ind why he stumbled uncertainly. He
■vas
sightless, and the blue powder
marks still staining his cheeks and
forehead showed what had blinded
lira.
Ynd ns he sat there one could see
why the falr-halred girl had led him
yy the sleeve, lie had no hands I Both
irms had been amputated Just below
the elbow.
Sorrows of Their Own.
The crowd stared as crowds will

customer.

curiously, some feelingly,
dispassionately, for they had unIergone their own sorrows In this war,
•tilers erltlealjy ns they wondered who
he beautiful, fair-hatred girl might be

stare—some

KNEW WEAKNESS OF WOMEN
French Police Minister Played Shrewdly cn Well-Known Characteristic
of the Fair Sex.

During the reign of Louis XV of
France, the light chaise came Into
faahlon. and great ladles of Paris were
accustomed to drive In them about the

city. But beautiful bands are not always strong ones; accidents began to
occur more and more frequently In
the streets.
Consequently, says Das
Bocli fur Alle, the king besought the
minister of police to do something,
Bnce the lives of pedestrians were
constantly In danger.
“1 will do whatever Is In my power," replied the police minister. “Yottr
majesty desires that these accidents
cease entirely 7‘
The king replied, “Certainly.
See
lo It that they do."
The next day there appeared a royal
ordinance that ordered that, in the future. ladles under thirty years of age
•hould not drive chaises through the
•treets of Paris. That seems u mild
cestrlctlon; but It Is said that scarcely a woman from that time on drove
her own chaise. The police minister
knew that few women would care to
idvertlse the fact that they were over
thirty, aud that the rest would probably be too old to drive.
S

“Bird" Without HU Feather*.
An amusing story Is being related
In London reminiscent of Gallipoli
days. It tells of General Blrdwood.
whose wont It was to move freely
about among his troops, often In the
heat of the day, clad only In khaki
shorts and a shirt, and his coat, with
the customary stripes and Insignia of
hla rank, discarded. He was talking
one day, with an Australian private
who, quite Ignorant of the general's

Identity,

was

lolling casuall.r against

the side of n trench, and addressing
hla commander In chief quite as an
equal, much to the dismay of a near-by
subaltern.
When the general had
Passed along, this “sub" took It upon
himself to enlighten the private of the
enormity of his Ignorance. At the finish of the Junior officer’s harangue
said the private t* the “sub”: “Very
sorry, sir, but how was I to know who
he was? Why doesn't he wear his
feathers, like any other bird would?"

Arabs Eat Cucumber Rind.
The cucumber is grown In great
A traveler
quantities In Palestine.
visiting an Arab school In Jerusalem
W'ritea that the dinner the children
brought with them to school “consisted of a piece of hurley aake and a
taw cucumber, which they ate, rind
»nd an."

tome

j

snd what was the name of the soldier
hero.
Nearly all had thought, when the
girl entered the car with her companion, that she was an American, one of
those engaged In war relief work and
attached to a hospital or home for the
blind, taking out a sightless man. Such
glghts are common la Paris; American
girls and women take blinded and crippled soldiers walking In the Bols de
Bologne, In the Champs Elysees, In the
And they take
rullerleg gardens.
them to the outdoor terraces of the
CHfes along the grande boulevards and
to theaters, too.
But the perfect French uttered by
the falr-halred girl when she requested the seat for her companion Indicated clearly enough -she was no AmeriShe was French, born and bred.
can.
The soldier, a young, rugged, blackhaired figure, clad In the familiar horizon-blue uniform of the French line
regiments, wore the Croix de Guerre,
with two palms and a star, the Medallle Mllltalre and the Cross of the
Legion of Honor, pinned to his tunic.
France has no other medals.
He sat half fuclng her and the girl
sat half facing toward him. He nudged
her with the stump of the -arm nearer
her and she took it under her own
The soldier was plainly greatly
arm.
fatigued and he leaned toward her,

whispering something.
ooiaier ana

onuv.

In answer to his request,
she removed the horizon-blue kepi,
with the gold numerals, "107," Indicating the number of his regiment, on the
front, and smoothed his shock of raven
black hair. When his hat was removed
scar In
one could see a great V-shaped

Apparently

the front of his scalp, where trepanfracning hud been resorted to for a
tured skull.
The girl kept the kepi In her lap
and the tired soldier leaned his head
His eyeless face was
on her shoulder.
close to her milky white throat. Then
she turned her head tow-ard him and
kissed him lightly on the cheek.
Not evan the most brazenly curious
dared stare for a while after that, but
the kiss had shown plainly enough that
the couple were married. Then It came
back to most of the passengers In the
car who the soldier was and who his
bride was. It was only a fortnight ago
that the dally newspapers told of a
beautiful girl proposing to and marrying a soldier who was sightless, armless and had undergone a trepanning
operation for a fractured skull.
The girl and the soldier had both
been born and brought up In the same
They had
little town In Normandy.
known one another except In

scarcely

^^INTERESTING

school; for while he van the son ol
a poor farmer, she was the
daughter
of a shopkeeper In the town, and,
moreover, she was the prettiest gtrl
fn the locality. Prosperous youths from
the surrounding villages paid court to
ber; the farmer hoy had never dared
to aspire to her hand.
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Abraham Lincoln learned to read by tbe fitful flare of pine
knots in tbe log cabin fireplace. It was a gipelling trial for
hi3 eyes, and an indication of his indomitable will to succeed.
Our young folks don'fbave to study by a flickering fireplace
light. They have the Rayo Lamp that makes hours of study
into hours of comfort.

follows:

Hancock ss.
Circuit Court of Common Pleas.
Nov. Term, A# D. 1816.
The undersigned, William Abbot, Job Nelson and Bradshaw Hall, appointed
by the
Circuit Court of Common Pleas In tbe County
of Hancock a committee on the part of said
county, and Thomas A. Hill, appointed by the
Circuit Court of Common Pleas for the
county
of Penobscot on the part of that county to
settle and adjust in an equitable manner the
subsisting claims of said counties respectively comformably to tbe provisions of an act
eutitled “An Act for dividing the County of
Hancock and establishing a new County
by
the name of Penobscot,” beg leave to
repo
That the amount of cash in the
hands of the treasurer of the
county of Hancock, April l,

i

RAYO LAMPS give a soft, mellow light that does not irrithe eyes.
You light a Rayo without removing either chimney or abac!*. Eaay to

tate

»

re-wick and keep clean.

g»

Use So-CO-ny Kerosene for best results.

STANDARD OIL CO. of NEW YORK
PRINCIPAL OFFICES
NEW YORK
BUFFALO
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taxes' out-

was.542 93
of taxes out-

i

standing for 1815, was.2 095 22
That there has been received by
said treasurer since
the 1st
of April aforesaid from Mason Shaw, Esq.264 54
Also from John Williams, Esq.
for excise.. 31
And that the amount of taxes
assessed upon the connties of
Hancock and
Penobscot for
the year 1816 which is collected is.4 839 86

Making the

amouut of money
and credits.$9,04184
And they further report
That
the
amount
of
claims
the
against
of
County
Hancock so
far as they were liquidated on the 1st of

Sift 2 cup* flour, K tea*poontul each, *oaa
and salt; and 1 teaspoonful cream tartar in a mixing bowl.
Add heaping teaspoonful of shortening. Work into flour
until free from lumps. Add enough milk
to make soft dough. Roll about H inch
thick. Bake in large cake in notoven.
When done; split and spread
withSUPERBA Red
Serve with whipped cream.

>
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aforesaid, was
$307 77
That
the
amount
of
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said
against
due
on
said
county
first day of April and

TO TRAIN AS NURSES
Needs of Our Army and Navy
Must Be Met to Utmost
Extent.

at
liquidated
term
deducting

H

|jj

H

Thereafter you will insist on
SUPERB A Canned Goods, Teas
and Coffee, at your dealers.

was..132 49
That
the
amount
of
do. allowed
at
July
term last was.80 45

“In the United States today Is found
large proportion of the available
nursing service of the world. Our
allies in this war are looking to us to
supplement their nursing service. If
the women of America fall to realize
their duty ut this time the American
men who have been called upon
to
offer their lives for their country may
suffer accordingly.”
This was a statement recently mude
by Miss June A. Delano, director of
the American Red Cross nursing service.
“If this wur goes on we shall be compelled to extract aid to the last fraction of trained nursing material available in the United States,” said Miss
“The men on the fighting
Delano.
fronts must be nursed back to health.
They are relying hi large measure
upon the American nurses for this
service; the nurses must not fail
them.
“The problem confronting us is to
meet to the utmost extent, with the
trained nursing personnel available in
the United States, the needs of our
army and navy and the armies of our
allies, protecting as best we may the
welfare of our civilian population.
“Several thousand American nurses
are now in Fruuce assigned to duty
In the various brunches of the mllttury
service and almost as many more are
needed for our own cantonment hospitals. If we are to continue to meet
the demands made upon us, the women
of the country must be willing to accept equal sacrifices with the men. The
public, too, must be willing to sacrifice the service of nurses who are re-

a
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leaves
a
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of
money and credits of.8,541 13
And
the
committees of both
counties agree to deduct from
the amount aforesaid, being
8,541 13
5 per cent as
commission
amount of
upon the
debts due, being.$500 71.
And also upon said sum
of...27 50
for board of prisoners being28 41

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
\

Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaperpaper on the market; none better.

leaves
a
balance
of
money and credits of .$8,514 72
to be divided between said counties.
Which

And as a just rule of apportionment said
committees have taken the last county tax of
5000 dollars, of which the several towns and
plantations in the county of Penobscot pay,
$1163.03, and they find that as 5000: 1163,03:
8514.14: 1980.57, which is the amount belonging
to said county of Penobscot.
But the committee of the county* of Hancock are of opinion that from said sum of
$1980.57 there ought to be deducted 5 per cent
for the commissions which said county of
Hancock will be obliged to pay their treasurer for receiving and paying over said sum
and which amounts to $99.02, leaving a balance due said county of $1881.56.
On the other hand the committee of Penobscot contends that only $23.03 is justly
chargeable to that county, being a proportion only of the 5 per cent aforesaid.
And the committee of the county of Hancock is of the opinion that if there exist any
contract made for the sole benefit of the
county of Penobscot, but which the county of
Hancock is bound to fulfil, such sum ought to
be retained as will be sufficient to indemnify
the county of Hancock.
They further state that the taxes of 1816 are
payable, one-half on the first day of November instant and the remainder on the first
day of April next and that the treasurer of
the county of Hancock ought not to pay such
proportion of said sum as arises from the tax
of 1816 until he same is payable.
All which is respectfully submitted.
Wt: Liam Abbot,
Job Nblso.n,
B. Hail,
Committee of Hancock County.
Thos. A. Hill,
for Penobscot.
Ordered That this report be accepted as
that
the
treasurer of the
and
amended
county of Hancock pay over to the treasurer
of the county of Penobscot said sum of eighteen hundred & eighty-one dollars and fiftyfive cents in manner following, via.: Eight
hundred dollars on demand and the residue
within the time reported or sooner if convenient, when the treasurer of the county of
Penobscot shall give bonds to the treasurer of
the county of Hancock with two sufficient
sureties, in the sum of twelve hundred dollars
to indemnify the couuty of Hancock from all
claims that may hereafter appear against the
county of Hancock and due before the first

_

quired for military purposes.

“For many years to come, the demand for women trained for nursing,
including woman welfare work and
health service, will Increase tremendously, and to meet this need women
of ability and education can do no better than to take seriously the' work of
training as nurses believing that they
for
are not only qualifying themselves
most Important service on the completion of their course, but that even during the period of training they are
helping to solve the nursing problems
confronting us.”

TOBACCO “NECESSARY”
Lord Rhondda, British Food Controller, Says It Is Not a Luxury.
Tobacco Is a necessity not a luxury,
declares Lord Rhondda, the food controller, In a statement published here.
“We must have tobacco,” he says. "I
believe that Its loss would be a national misfortune. It means much both
to the manual laborer and to him who
Men would
works with his brains.
eat a great deal more If they did not
have tobacco. I hold that the deprivation of it would work great discom-

_

are

times, County
recently came

possessing considerable interest to the
people of Penobscot and Hancock counties. What now is known as Penobscot
county was originally a part of Hancock
county, being get off in 1816. It included
algo a large part of what is now Piscata
quis county.
The docum“nt referred to is the
report
of the committees of Hancock and Penobscot counties declaring their fiuding on
the apportionment of funds between the
parent and the newly-created county. It

WOMEN ARE URGED

_
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gone

Then the wnr Came, and the farmer
on his uniform, took up his rifle
and went to the front. He was wounded three times, but each time was able
to go back.
Then, at the Alsne, In
the summer of lfllfl, he was mutilated
by a hand grenade when on a night
raiding party headed for the German
lines, ne lay In No Man’s Land for 20
hours, until the fotlowihg night, when
his eomrades crept out to the shell hole
just In front of the enemy barbed wire
entanglements where he lny, and carried him back to the French lines.
Surprised the Surgeons.
He lived through It, to the surprise
of the surgeons who attended him.
News of his mutilation reached his
home town, and a few weeks ago he
received a letter from Mile. Marguerite
Laveniie, Just twenty years old and
the belle of the village, telling him
that she had heard of his misfortune,
that his duty for France was finished,
but that hers had Just begun, If he
would consent to marry her.
Sergeant Georges Roy, himself only
twenty-three, was stunned at the proposal. He could not believe It was true
until she came to Paris, to the great
hospital located In the Grand Palais
on the Champs Elysees, and told him
she meant It. They were married soon
afterward In the church of St. Pierre
lie Challlot, and then took a honeymoon trip to the south of France.
George Kessler, the champagne manufacturer, and Mrs. Valentine Webster,
widow of an English officer killed early
in the war, are carrying on relief work
for blinded French, Belgian and British soldiers. And It Is from their fund
that Sergeant Roy and his bride went
on
their honeymoon.
And from the
same fund Mr. Kessler has purchased
a
homo In Normandy for the blind,
armless soldier and his bride.
They
are going down to the country In a
few days.
Mr. Kessler and Mrs. Webster are
going to continue to look after the
couple and already Roy has been granted a pension of 1,500 francs a year.
But there are 3,000 other blinded
Frenchmen who must be looked after,
and It takes money for them, too.

pers.

j

County.
examination of the contents of the
basement vault of the court bouse in BanIn

put

fort.”
Some system of “rationing” tobacco,
however. Is forecast by the newspa-

DOCUMENT.

day^bf

April next.
Mason

Attest:

Shaw, Clerk.

Just ■ Suggestion.
Little Mary was called In to see
1®
the new' baby, who was the sixth
the family. All the previous children
Mary
had been very small babies.
looked at the baby a short time, then
said: "Mamma; don't you think It
would be better to have them a little

I

bigger and not

ao

many of themt"

Price, including

paper and

500 sheets
1000

special printing:

pound size, $2.00 ; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

“

“

“

3.00;

printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size,
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid;
pounds add 8cjfc pouDd for postage.
Plain

COUNTY NEWS

35 cents a
under four

SOUND.
Higgins is ill.

Mrs. E. M.

FRANKLIN.

2.75

returned to Bates col-

Charles Walls of Lamoine is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Harry Bordeaux.

Miss Helen Bragdon returned to M. C.

Oden Rice of Lubec is visiting his sister, Mrs. Pearl Bordeaux.

Walter Blaisdell

lege Friday.
Tuesday.

I.

Mrs. Edwin Garbett visited her mother,
Mrs. Fred Burke, at Unionville, Friday.
Mrs.

Fred Donnell visited her mother,
Havey, at Tunk Pond Tues-

Mrs. Phoebe

day
Cecil Butler and family returned Friday
Plainfield, Conn., where he resumes

to

teaching.
Mrs. H. A. Blaisdell is ill of measles.
Her mother, Mrs. F. L. DeMyer, is with
her.

Warren

Wasgatt

has gone to Florida for

the winter.

Myrtle Tinker, who has been emEden, is home.
Eugene Walls, who has been visiting
his sister, Mrs. Harry Bordeaux, has reMiss

ployed

at West

turned to Fort Preble.

Higgins has gone to Brewer to
the winter with his daughter, Mrs.

P. 8.

spend

Cousins.
Jan. 14.

Ada

Mrs. Gertrude Fernald left Monday for
Waltham, Mass., for the remainder of the

H.

WEST GOULDSBORO.

winter.

The Red Cross auxiliary, commencing
Jan. 18, will hold meetings at the Baptist
vestry.
Frank

enlisted in the
called Thursday and
who

The Tinker Concert troupe billed
for Monday night will probably call out
the usual crowded bouse.
Mrs. L. C. Bragdon was the guest of
here

Mrs. Plummer in Bangor last w eek. Mr.
Bragdon and little grandson joined her
for the week-end.
Miss Marcia Gordon is visiting her sister, Mrs. Guy Miller, in Dorchester, Mass.
She plans to enter a hospital as nurse, for
which she is (ally qualified.
Miss Margaret Koch is away doing
pastoral work for her brother, Rev. C. C.
Koch, who is recovering from an attack of

appendicitis.

B.

a

valuable

horse Last

Saturday.
Mrs. F. P.

Gott, jr.,

naval reserve, was
left Friday for Bar Harbor.

Jan. 14.

Lewis Bunker lost

Noyes

is

visiting in Ellsworth

and Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Kingsley were
guests of relatives in Winter Harbor Sunday.
Miss Dorothy Noyes left Monday for
Portland to enter the children’s hospital
for training.

Eugene
were

Ashe and

week-end

Harry P. Ashe.
Jan. 14.

wife of W eat Sullivan
of Mr. and Mrs.

guests

L.

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen’s Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder for
painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
takes the sting out of corns and bunions.
Over 100,000 packages are being used by tLe
American, French and British troops at the
front. Sold everywhere, 26c.

SIGNATURES REQUIRED.
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a year; $1.Of fora!:
50 cent* for three month*; If rah
taneily In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38A I.c«Dtl
ar
rwipectlve’y Single copies 5 centa.
are reckoned •* the rate of •" pel
bb.

rftHrage*

v»tar

will ix
A^vcrtialr*; Hale*—Are rea*oiiBt*lf and
a**CL.
pm .«■ kDvitp or. app
f
me**cjmir.uniea.lv>) » ubould beaddreasec
o. *i<u all check* and tronej « Mer* made pay
<
to Thk Hancock copntt Publishtnc
*
Oc. PHfwortb, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 16,
Secretary Baker’s

1618

department

war

ie on the defensive. Secretary Baker
points oat that in tbe nine moinuu
since war was declared by tbe United
States, tbe army has increased from
212,034 officers and men to 1,539,506
officers and men, with a “substantial”

EDEN.

Fogg spent .the’week-end

Lee

Miss
Harbor

Miss Bernice King, who has been very
typhoid fever, is convalescent.
Muriel Tripp has closed her school

East brook and will
next week to teach.

go to

at

Orrington

members of the

the

at least

one

per cent, and

Swazey who has recently
been to the Bar Harbor hospital for an
Miss Thelma

operation for appendicitia,
much improved in health.

electoral district or division in which the
nomination is proposed.
For governor. United States senator, or
State auditor, the minimum of signatures

required

is

parents.

the winter

must not exceed

per cent, of the total gubernatorial
vote for all candidates cast in the 1916
two

is

at

home,

Mrs. Sedelia Bussell and little daughter
have gone to Eagle Lake to
winter with her parents. Mr.

1,515; maximum,3.028.

For congressman, third district, minimum, 443; maximum, 885.
county,
For county office, Hancock

Hamor

Ferdinand

the

spend

Russell and

gone to Green

have

Lake to work.

OBITUARY.
minimum, 77; maximum, 153.
force already in France, fully equip
For representatives, Hancock classes:
This community is saddened
by the
service,
tie
and
for
active
ready
ped
Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora, Amherst, sudden death of John W. Reed, which
that
full
declares further
equipment Otis and Mariaville, minimum, 13. maxi- occurred last Friday at the University of
is on band for every man who will be mum, 24.
Maine, Orono. where he had been emBat the consent to Europe in 1918.
Eden, minimum, 11, maximum, 20.
He was
ployed the past few months.
Bucksport, Orland, Castine, Dedham, foond dead in his bed in the morning, at
gressional investigating committees
20.
the farm boarding bouse. Death was due
is still asking pertinent questions as and Verona, minimum, 11, maximum,
Deer Isle, Stonington, Sedgwick, Isle au to heart disease.
to tbe ordinance department.
Haut, and Long Island plantation, miniThe body was brought here Saturday,
mum, 9, maximum, 17.
to the home of his daughter, Mrs. Lorenzo
Tho suffragists won a notable vicHancock,Gouldsboro, Sullivan, Franklin, Mayo, accompanied by his widow, who
tory Thursday when the national Winter Harbor, Sorrento and East brook, was
hastily summoned from Portsmouth,
to
submit
House passed tbe resolution
minimum. 14, maximum, 1%.
N. H., where she was
caring for her
tbe question of suffrage to the states
Blaebill, Penobscot, Brooksville, Surry cousin, Mrs. an. w. tianior, who is in
by u vote of 274 to 136, just one more and Brooklin, minimum, 12, maximum, 22. I very poor health. Her son Winfield, who
Mt. Desert, Tr-raont, Southwest Harvote than the necessary two-thirds.
; is in charge of a sanitarium in MassachuNow the suffragists have transferred bor, Swan’s Island, Cranberry Isles and | setts, accompanied her.
21.
Fuueral services were held at the church
their activities to the lobby of the Lamoine, minimum, 11, maximum,
Sunday afternoon, Rev. B. H. Johnson of
Eenate. Recent polls there indicate
State
Ellsworth Baptist
Convention
Rev.
Republican
church, and
hut the necessary two-thirds vote is
Following is the representation to James McLeod, officiating. A male quar.asking, but the suffragists are hopeTreasont
towns will be en- tet from Bar Harbor sang.
ful of tke effect of tbe House action which Hancock county
titled at the republican State convention lodge, F. and A. to., of Southwest Harbor,
and the influence of President Wilto be held at Bangor Thursday, March 28: of which deceased was a member, and
endorsement of the
son’s recent
1 Jephihah chapter, O. E.S., conducted their
Amherst.
measure.
1 beautiful burial service in the church.
Aurora.
4 As it was impossible for Mr. Reed's
Bluehill.
An alleged prophecy which appeals
b rother to attend the funeral, there were
Brooklin...... 2
to
the
oriental
mind
is
being Brooks ville. 2 prayers at the home of his daughter Monstrongly
in
concirculated
Palestine
in
widely
Bucksport. 4 day. Interment was in Bayview cemetery,
nection with the recent occupation of Castine.
2 beside biB first wife.
There was a
pro-

Jerusalem by the British forces under
Gen. Allenby. In 1898 the German
fcaieer made a spectacular entry into
Jerusalem, riding through a hole in
the city wall. At that time the
ancient prophecy was unearthed to
the effect that the real deliverer of
Jerusalem would enter the city on
foot. The British general Allenby
entered tbe city on foot. The prophecy also declared that tbe name of
the deliverer would combine “alia”

god,

or

“nabi”

and

which

means

Allenby’s name is
everywhere in Palestine

Gen.

prophet.

considered
to be that combination.

WOOD FOR FUEL.

Cranberry Isles.
Dedham.

1

Deer Isle.

3

East brook.

1

Mrs.

Eden.

7

3

grandchildren, one brother, Elmer
Reed, of Buffalo, N. Y., and one sister,
Mrs. Charles Stover, who is spending the
winter at Irving-on-Hudson with her
sons.
The family has the sincere sym-

1

pathy

Ellsworth.

7

Franklin.
Gouldsboro.
Hancock.
Lamoine...

3
3

Maria ville.

1

Mount Desert.
Orland.
Otis.

4

3

Penobscot.

2

Sedgwick.
Sorrento.

3

Southwest Harbor.

2

Stonington.

2

Sullivan.

3

1

2

Swan’s Island.
Tremont.
The fuel administration for Maine has i
Trenton.
rceived numerous complaints as to the
Verona.

2

t

way wood is sold, and many
relative to the law governing

The law

clear,

inquiries
its sale.

relative to the sale of wood

explicit

has

come

the

matter

to be

is

but there

good deal of laxity in
of sale and delivery. The
a

following
inquiries

covers

Hale

be

have

can

definite,

and

a

the items about
been

made

made.

in

other

Of

which

The law makes it the duty
of each
city, town or village corporation to
provide sworn measurers of wood and
to regulate their fees.
Cord *ood shall be four feet long,
including halt tbe scarf, and be well and
closely laid together. A cord shall
contain

128

cubic

make

feet.

allowance

The

News has

Plantations:

Long Island.
No. 21.
No. 33.

1

Mrs.

L.

L,

are

Mr. and Mrs.

here.

back

to

their

held

Mr. Ladd’s house

Carroll Dunn of West Gouldsboro,
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Raymond
G apt ill.
Mrs.

quiet
P.

Mrs. Maud Hamilton of Prospect Harhas been visiting her mother, Mrs.

dinner.
Jan. 14.

at

pletely

Total loans. 189.481 96 $139,481 06
Overdrafts.
unsecured,
823 77
#823 77.
L.S bonds deposited to
secure circulation
(par
$30.009 00
value)
U. S. bonds and certificates
of indebtedness
pledged
to secure U. S. deposits
5,100 00
(par value).
Total U. 8 bonds (other
than Liberty Bonds)
and certificates of indebtedness. —63,000 00
Liberty liOnn Bonds, unpledged, 3*9 per cent.
and 4 per cent.
3,000 00
Loan
Bonds,
Liberty
8*9 per cent and 4 per cent
pledged to secure State
or other deposits or bills
6,000 00
payable....
Bonds other than U. S.
bonds pledged to secure
8*000 00
postal savings deposits.
Securities other than U. 8.
bonds
(not
Including
stocks owned unpledged. 188,788 98
Total
securibonds,
194,73898
ties, etc.....
Stock of Federal Reserve
bank (50 per cent. Of sub-

close tbe wound and nature carries

scription)

Value of banking house..
Equity in banking house.
Furniture and fixtures
Real estate owned other
than banking house.—
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank...
Cash in vault and set
amounts due from National banks.
Net amount
due
from
banks and bankers, and

to pass their harmless stage and permitted
freely to propagate in favored cavities

“hothouses” of germ

system. Dr. Moorhead said,
applies to any part of the body, lungs and
new

vital organs not

excepted.

Less

Help'
|

and
girls wanted for best
hotels in Maine. Waitresses, chambermaids, kitchen, dish, laundry. pastry and
all-around cooks. Girl* for housework. Apply
at once and always to Maine Hotel Aosncy,
SO Main street, Bangor. Me., for reliable hotel

WOMEN

positions.

Jtjdp (HanU).
■fA MEN wanted for Conductors
and
*Motormen for Street R. R. in and
outside of Boston. (Not for Boston Elevated.)
Inexperienced men taken; steady lobs. Come
at once and get in on this.
Ule Phone-. Enclose postage if answer is wanted by mail.
L. P. Chcech, 90 Main St., Bangor, Me.

elites.

SHAREHOLDERS MBFTINfe.
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
A Building Association will be held on
January 21. 1918, at 7.30 p. m.. at the office of
tbs association in Tapley block, Ellsworth*
Maine, for the following par poses
1.
For the election of a board of seven directors.
2. For the election of an auditor.
3. For the transaction of any other business that may
properly come before said

THE

THE

Jan. 26,1918,

at 2 o'clock p. m.. to act upon the
to wit:
To Hear report of
elect a board of directors and to
transact any other business legally brought
before said meeting.
N. L. OsiNDKa. Secretary.
Bluehill, Jan. 15, 1918.

following business,
to

R. E. Murcb was called to Sedgwinl
Saturday to repair the damage done to th
telephone lines by the storm. In on ■
auction nine poles were down.

THE

Jan. 14.

A

a copy of the last will and testament of
EDWARD DE YEAUX MORRELL. Into
of PEL! LA DELPHI A. in the county of
PHILADELPHIA, and state e*

B.
BAYSIDK

Henry Kay left Tuesday for Skinner,

to

PENNSYLVANIA,

work in the woods.

deceased, and of the probate thereof U said
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated.
baying been presented to the Judge of probate for onr sold county of Hancock for the
congratulations on
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded
Willie York went to Surry Monday to in the probate court of our said county of
Hancock, and praying that letters testamenhis
M.
D.
help
uncle,
Chattc, whose house tary issue to Louise
Drexel Morrell, the executrix therein named.
was burned recently.
that
Ordered,
notice
thereof be given to all
George Day arrived home last Tuesday. persons interested therein,
by publishing a
He has been cook on the schooner Henri* copy of this order three weeks successively
1*, Ike atEllsworth American, a newspaper
etta W Whitney this season.
printed
Rllaworth, in said county of HanMrs. Ret ha Pierce spent a few days re- cock, prior to the fifth day of February, a. d.
1918, thatthey naay appear at a probate court
oently at Henry Bartlett’s. She was ao- then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said
of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forecompanied on her return to Rockland by coanty
noon, and show cause, if any they have,
her son Leon, who has been boarding against the same,
BERTRAND B. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
with Capt. H. B. Holt.
A true copy.
Jan. 14.
C. A. U.
Attest:—C lama E. Mullah, Acting Register.

George Dodge

wife are receiving
the birth of a son.

and

state of

8.388 47
48,986 00
122.570 7b

8,178 It*

1

\

!

meat.

517 59*

Frances D. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
Mecond and dual acsaid county, deceased.
count of Harry L. Crabtree, administrate*
0. t. a., filed foe settlement.
Cbarle* C. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
Mecond and final account
county, deceased.
subject to reserve, 131,28*44
Postal savings deposits,
3,088 82' of Harry L. Crabtree, administrator d. b. n
Other time deposits.
314.721 92 c. t. a*, filed for settlement.
Total of time deGeorge W. Abbott, late of Buckvport. a
First account of
said- county,
deceased
posits subject to
reserve. 217,811 "3
for
Herbert L. Abbott, executor,
fifed
Other United States depossettlement.
G. H. Hardison, Isle of Franklin, in said
it!. including deposits
county, deceased. Mecond account of Eugene
»■
of U.
disbursing
ufitcers.
4.573 27 8. Orcutt. administrator, filed for aettlemen*.
Mary F. Pag*, late of Bucksport, to said
Petition filed by l^uis t
county, deceased.
Total.
8467.043 9!
Tapley. Administrator of the estate of ■?»
STATE OP MAINE.
deceased, tna* an order be issued to distribute
tbe heirs of aaid deceas rd. th-*
Cocsn or Hancock si:
I, Parker 8. Ken- amount among
remaining in the hands of aaid ad
nedy, cashier of the above-named bank, miniatrator.
on tbe settlement of his first acdo solemnly swear that the above statement
COMfit
is true te the beat of my knowledge aud beCharles V. Gray, lade of Trenton, in aaid
Pabkkb 8. Krnkbsy, Cashier.
lief.
Petition filed by Fred L
coanty, deceased.
Subscribed and sworn to beforeme this 12th Mason, administrator dr boats non of tbe estate of saia deoeaeed. that an order be issued
day of January, 1918.
Wilby C. ConARY,
to distribute among
tito heirs of aal<( deNotary Public.
ceased. the amount remaining in tbe hand*
Correct Attest:
of said administrator, on the settlement of
hladjial account.
Pascal P. Gilmork,
Prkd 8. Bxaidoktt, ) Directors.
Lydia J. Mratton, a person of unsound
mind, of Gouldsboro. in *atd county. PetiHaxky R. Uoooins. 7
tion filed by William K. Hammond, guardian,
foe license to sell certain real estate of aaid
ward, situated in aaid Oouldsboro, in said
county, and more fully described in said petition.
Rimer E. Lowell, late o9 Bucksport, in said
STATE OF MAINE.
county, deceased. Pstidee filed by Roy R.
To the Honorable. the Judge c6»the Probate Uocner. administrator, foe license to sell cerCourt in and for the County of Hancock:
tain real estate of said deceased, situated in
in
represents John K Giles said Bucksport, and more fully described
of Brooklin. county of Hancock. State said petition.
in
said
Amos
Ware
of
Brookiin,
count,of Maine, guardian of Amos Fare of said
rfetition tiled by John F. Giles, guardian, for
Brooklin. that said Amos Ware ia the owner
of certain real estate, to wit: All right, title license to sell certain real, estate of said ward
and interest acquired by said* Amos Ware situated in BrookHn. in aaid county, and
under the will of Eliza B. Harzinsan. late of more fully described-in saM petition.
George W. Abbott, late of Bucksport, in
said Brooklin. deceased, in and to the homesaid counts, deceased.
Petition filed by Herstead lot so called of said Eli/a B. Harriman.
bert L Abbott, exuautor of tbe estate of said
situated on Harriroan's Point so called, in
the town of Brooklin, county of Hancock, deceased, that the amount of tbe inheritance
State of Maine, bounded and described as taxon said estate bade tv* mined by the
A probate.
follows, to wit: on the south by land forFrances D. Bnrrili, late ef Ellsworth, in
merly owned by Phoebe Harafuaa. on the
said county, deceased. Resignation of Harr
east and north by low water mark of Bluehill Bay and Allen's Cove. and<aa the west by * L Crabtree, administrator c. t. a., filed.
Charles O. Burrill, late of Bllswortiw in
line of low water mark of Allan’s Cove.
said courdy. deceased. Hwaignation of Harry
That there ia no personal estate of said
L. Crabtree, administrator, d. b. n., c. c. a
Aoios Ware either for the fsymrut of his
filed.
debts or to provide a reasonable sum in anEzra 0. Dodge, lata at Blsehill, in sai<!
ticipation of accruing txpaaae* for said
county, deceased. Petition filed by AOhia FAmos Ware, that there ia not sufficient perwidow, for an allowance out of the
Dodge,
sonal property ta provide a reasonable suit
in anticipation of accruing expenses for sai A personal estate of aaid deceased.
Jamex.fr, Gardiner, late of tue city, cv aaty
Amos WCare exclusive of suclw as the Judge of
jt of New York, deceased.
First and
probate may deem proper ta reserve for the aud ata
final acoount of George Foster Peabody, Seth
use of said Aao« Ware
Wherefore yaar petitioner prays that ha 8prague Terry and Jobs 8. Melcher, execufiled for settlement.
may be- licensed to sell an i zoavey at private tors,
sale all of said real estate of said Amos Wasn Witness BERTRAND B. CLARK. Judge of
either all together in one ppraal or from time
said
Court
at
flrxt
Ellsworth,
this
to tints various portions ot said real estide
day of January, In the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
until all the same may hava been sold for the
Clara E. Mullam, Acting Register
purpose of providing money for thepurpsae
of paring the debts of salt! Amos Ware Aad
A.true copy.
also for providing a reasonable sum in anAttest:—Clajia E. Moll am. Acting Registerticipation of accruing expanses for mid A auze
Ware* said sale or sales Jjs lag for the bennfii
of said Amoa Ware.
STATE OF MAINE.
Dated at Ellsworth. Haims, this first day of
Haucoci hs.—At » probate court held at
Janaary, a. d. 1818.
Ellsworth, xj and for said county of Hancock,
X
John P. Gills*
on the first
of
day at January, in the yearand
(His marlO
our Lord one thousand
nine hunzted
Guardian as aforesaid.
14 00

demand de(other than
posits
bank
deposits)

jFrmalr £»clp Manttfc.

•deers,

00
00

Kiri'i

Total

AT

out-

expenses, in-

standing.
Dividends unpaid.

jot Me,

Machine CosreaNT.

current

850,000
5.000

Certificates
of
deposit
due in less thaoSOdays.
(other than for money
borrowed).
Cashier’s
cbecks
out-

Surry village, house and sru acres of
land at a bargain. —G. H. Wasson. Hast
i
Surry, Me.
Thrift
Stamp* amt
Save Your Country.
for our circular on wood-sawing

(0

8*4183 47

terest, and taxes paid—
out
Circulating notes
standing.
Individual deposits subject to check..

TO

JBperial

2.606

8837.048 91

LIABILlTIBfh

CHantri).

—

202 52

Capital stock paid in.
Hurplus fund.
Undivided profits.

place in kind and reliable hands, a pet
horae, for her keeping for a while, one
which is valuable to owner for light work, and
a good driver.
Address R. F. D. No. 1, Bos
M, Ellsworth Falls, Me.

bts.
Thomndixk
SEND
Portland, Maine.

8*187 9t
25,992 81

Total.

Catarrhal
Deafness] Cannot Be Cured
by local application*, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the, ear. There is
onlv one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
and that is by a constitutional
remedy.
Catarrhal deafness is caused by an inflamed
condition of tbe mucous lining
of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and when it is entirely
closed.- Deafness is the result. Unless tbe
inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, bearing
will be destroyed forever
Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which i« an
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
Hall's Catarrh
Medicine
acts
thru
tbe
blood on the mneous surfaces of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollar* for any
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be
cored by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine. Circulars
free. All Druggist*. 75c.
F. J. CHENEY A CO. Toledo. O.

14

22.894 70

Total of items...
('becks on banks located
outside of city or town of
reporting bank and other
casb items.
Redemption fund with U.
S. treasurer
and dne
from U.S. treasurer.

culture.”
The

5.849 19
17.894

companies.

trust

00

16.888 79
1.087*5

...

they feared tbe germs and subsequent infection. Consequently wounds
were held open, the germs were allowed

always

1,800

18,863 79

...

cause

are

Deo. 81.1917.

Loans and d iscountt.$189,481 06

the work.

which

on

RESOURCES.

Tubes, drains and frequent
painful dressings are eliminated and the
result has invariably been quick recovery.
“Before tbe habits of germs were known
surgeons were unable to close wounds beon

i.

Bucksport. in the State of Maine, afihe
close of basines*

The East Bluehill branch of the Red
Cross met with Mrs. Flora Long Friday,
Jan. 11, and will continue to meet there
the rest of this month. Mrs. Nellie Webber was given a rising vote of thanks forANNUAL MKKTINO,
doing such good work in getting new
annual meeting of the shareholders of
the
Bucksporfc. Loan and Building assomembers, 21 new members being enrolled. ciation will
be held'at the oftce of tbs selectThe membership of the branch here i» men Monday, January 26, 1918, at TJB o'clock
p. m., for the election of officers and to transnow 69, but many are
summer people,
act any other business that may legally com*
leaving a comparatively small number to before said meeting.
F. F. SMcn, Sec.
work through the winter. Following is
the list of articles sent: M prs. socks, 10
fegal Notice*.
sweaters, 3 mufflers, 4 helmets, 1 afghan
knit by the grammar school children, and
SHUTS OF MAXItB.
1 knit by the primary school children, X
Hancock as. At a probate court held at
pkgs. gauze compresses, 6 bead bandages, Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day of January, in the year of
5 triangular bandages, 1 pkg. abdominal
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
bandages, 19 pkgs. Canton flannel band- { eighteen.
and
3&
CERTAIN instrument purporting to bn
Christmas packages.
ages,

Groas and Miss Elizabeth Burn
married Jan. 11, at Swan's Island.

8.

Bucksport Natioial Bank

Moor-

annual meeting of the stock holder® o
the Hancock County Agricultural So
ciety of Bluehill, will bwheld at the store of
Merrill & Hinckley, in Bluehill. on Saturday,

R.
EAST BLL'EHILL.

business.

Jan. 14.

Dr,

heril!

loads, all the equipment necessary for a
milling village. The most interesting meeting.
show reported was the camp itself, drawn
O. W. Tapley. SnoretaryEllsworth. Maine, January l. 191*.
by two horses, and inside, the stove burning and the men preparing and eating
ANNUAL MKKTINO.

A. O.
were

L.

M. C. Morrison has furnished the residents a unique movie show for the past
week, carrying in two and four-horse

to hear she ii

on

retiring nature, will be greatly
survived by her husband,
Leland, and daughter, Mrs. Fred
Sbe is

Brown, of Somesviile.

Tracy.

day,

the winter.

-OF THE-

I

and

missed.

bor,

Mrs. Ella Wallace, who has been ill
long time, is much better.

during

death, Jan. 8, of Mrs. Caroline 8.
Leland, Trenton has lost another of its
oldest citizens. Mrs. Leland, though of
In the

has been

a

an

of R. C. Douglas Monday evening.
E. D. Ladd was in town last
week.
Capt. and Mrs. Marshall are occupying

GOULDSBORO.

Eliza

members of Trenton
interesting meeting at the home

The Farm Bureau

1

war zone.

elghS

been

here, having spent several
summers in Bluehill, occupying a cottage
at Bast Bluehill the past two seasons.
In addition to uncovering tbe identity
of various kinds of germs heretofore not
isolated, pathological experts have discovered, Dr. Moorhead Asserted recently,
i that some kinds of germs are completely
harmless before twelve hoars, some do
not begin to propagate and become dangerous under twenty-four hours-some
even longer.
“We are thus immediately able to determine,” he said, “hsw different kinds
of germs will act in wounds; bow many
hours after the wound ia inflicted the
germs will begin to grow and destroy
We can identify every germ and
tissue.
we know his habit.
or
shell
“Sometimes when bullets
fragments drive clothing or other foreign
substances into wounds, many varieties
of germs are likewise driven in. If these
germs are still in their harmless stages we
simply open the wound wide, cut
away the bruised and torn tisane, leaving
a healthy blood red surface; then we com-

home

Mrs.

Just

through

in tbe French

Buy
of

son

has

...

head ia known

O. L. Stewart of Ellsworth

Fails have moved

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Shaw and children
visited at Mrs. Edith Hovey’s Sunday,

she

Within a few weeks relatives and
friends here have been called to mourr
loved ones-Mrs
the death of three
Mary Saunders, of Bueksport, Mrs. Phebe
A. sounder* of East Orlend. and Rodney
E. (Joanry of Lynn, Mass.
**
Jan. ti

Hopkins and
visiting relatives

Edward

Jericho,

Total for county.SO

measurer

now

OAK POINT.

1

had lived the past year. She was the
James Albee and family, who have been
'Ividow of Henry Cole of this
place
in Salem several months, are at home.
and daughter of Thomas and Eliza Fifield
Small. She was eighty-seven years of
Quy Parker and wife are spending the
where they
age, the last of a large family. She leaves winter at Lake Helen, Fla.,
built a bungalow last year.
one son, Lorenzo Cole, and two daughters,
In the storm Saturday, the undertow
Eliza, wife of Capt. Frank Brown, who
has had the care of her the past year, and completely overturned a large lobster
Mrs. Alta Lufkin of Portland. The body car belonging to W. B. Watson and a
will be brought here for burial in the small one owned by Maynard Torrey.
spring.
Fortunately there were no lobsters in
Sadie.
Jan. 11.
them.
X. V. Z.
Jan. 14.
WEST SURRY.
Guy Carlisle was called home from th<
DEER ISLE.
camp up river by the illness of his wife.
Mrs. George L. Beck is ill > of a seven
Mrs.
Alvir
of
friends
Relatives and
cold.
Grindle of Ellsworth, who is in the hosCapt. W. S. Greene was in'Rockland Fri

glad

M.

Horace Marks, who has been seriously ill of pneumonia, is slowly recovering strength.

been received of the death of

pital at Bangor,
improving.

Jan. 14.

tor

Zelphia Cole, in Hampden, where

are

was fifty-eight years,
age
three months and nine days.

1

WeytM*®*1

Mn.

His

1

Little Morris Piper bad his ankle badly
refuse or
jammed on his father’s horse-sled last
defective wood, and bad stowage.
no bones were broken.
Wood
brought into the town or Saturday. Luckily
Mrs. Eva Rolfe went to Bangor Saturdelivered from a
landing must, unless
otherwise agreed to by the purchaser, day to meet her husband, Archie Rolfe,
before it is delivered be measured by a who came home from Panama, where he
has been employed for two years.
sworn measurer, who shall give a ticket
to the driver showing the quantity that
Linnie, the thirteen-year-old daughter
the load contains, the name of the
driver, of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dickens, died last
and the
town in
which he resides. Tuesday evening from blood poisoning.
Fradulent stowage is a misdemeanor.
She was ill only six days.
Funeral serAny city, town or village corporation vices were held in the Methodist church,
may establish a fuel wood yard for tbe Friday forenoon. The body was taken to
purpose of selling fuel wood to its West Sullivan
for
interment.
Her
inhabitants, but without financial profit. teacher and schoolmates followed the
remains to the church in a body.
Mr.
and Mrs. Dickens have the heartfelt symSUNSET.
of all in their bereavement.
**8 Cll*?d
?9rtland pathy 14.
Wit!
Jan.
Eudora.
the
ilineSa
of
hie
week
last
daughter
by
Grace.
BASS HARBOR.
shall

missed.

a

and

Harbor.

Winter

by

hold.

few years at SouthEllsworth, and made
friends wherever he went, by his genial
disposition. He was a kind husband and
an indulgent father, and will be
greatly
Harbor

Waltham.

mutual agreement, but unless a definite
agreement has been entered into these

provisions

also

marriage;

of all.

Mr. Reed resided

west

1
1

former

a

here.

course

ways

1

Mayo, by

four

1

Surry.

Sold—Wlat is
ord?

be

IHlow It Should

fusion of beautiful flowers.
Mr. Reed leaves a
widow, two sons,
Winfield and Lewis, and one daughter,

1

wounds

war

To all pstion* interested 10 either of »h,.
*•'
tates hereinafter named:
At » prob»!» Court held at Ella worth t„
tor the rtninty of
Hancock, ou Ik,
day of Ja. oary. In tbe year of oar
one thonaaud hiae bundled and
ri'BS fo'lowtua mattera hariug been
1 semed for «»w action thereupon
after radicated, tt la hereby ordered- rn%.
noliee thereof be given to a-1 peraona
eated, by cttn.log a cop, of thia order to
publiahed three wceka aoeoeaairely |0 tv!
Ell.worth American, a oewepap-r wubluhl!
at Ell.worth, to aald eonnty. that they
appear at a probate court to be held at *1
worth, on the 8fth day of Pehrunrv , !'
nut, at tee of the dock In the forenoon tu
he heard tkereon If they see eanae.
Edward M t’unnicyhaw, late ot Surry i,
aald county. decea««d. A certain taatruno
purporting io be the laat will and teatatneo
of .aid decearwd, together with petition tL
oroha e thereof and lor the appointment y
the executrix wlUtio-.it giving bond, preaetttei
by Howard E. Cunningham, a beufBci.V;
named in laid will.
William H. Dart*, latent Bar Harbor, tow*
of Eden. in amid co-u»ty. deceased. A certah
instrument purporting to be tbs last will
testamfDt of said deceased, together with 9*.
tition for probate thereof and for the IT.
polntment of tbe eHbcutors without
bonds, presented by Bert H. Young and Laity,
B. Deasy, tbe executor#!herein named
Letitia B Cumming, ?nte of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument import ing to be the last will and testament o'
•aid deceased, together vstth petition for pr*
bate thereof and for tbe appointment of ta*
executor without giving bond, presented bv
executor therein
John A. Camming, the
named
John W. Kane, late of BlnetiU, in mid
Petition that Edita D
county, deceased.
Kane, or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of tbe estate c4 **-d
deceased, withowt giving bond, presented br
Edith D. Kane, widow of said deceased.
Ira Hhaw. late of
Gonidehoro. in mil
county, deceased. Petition that Ella R. Ky.
man or some other suitable person be an.
pointed administrator of the estate of wfa
deceased, presented by Jefferson B. Hhaw, an
beir of aaid deceased.
Prances D. Bnrrlll, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Sarah Bar
rill Tatley or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator At bonis non with
tbe will annexed of tbe estate ef said deceased, presented by Charles R. Bnerill, a sou
of said deceased, Harry L. Crabtree, the ad
ministrator wi.h tbe will annexed, bavin* r*.
signed.
Charles C. Burrill, late »f Ellsworth. In Mid
county, deceased. Petition that Sarah Bor
ril) Tatley or some other suitable person h»
appointed administrator 4* bonis non wlU
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, presented by Chatlna El. Bnrrili, a *o«
ef aaid deceased. Harry L. Crabtree, (he administrator dr bonis non with the will annexed, having resigned.
filepben lit. Crosby, late of Bucksport, is
said county, deceased.
Petiaion tkat Kaip*
L. Crosby or some other suitable person t»*
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deccated. without giving bond; presented by
Ralph L. Crosby, son of said deceased.
Herbert L Marks, late of Buoksport. in u.l
county, deceased. First account of Ralph C
Marks, administrator, filed for settlement.
Arie M Crosby, late of Buckiport. In uaid
Mecond account of Sewell
county, deceased
M. Crosby, adminit trator. filed fer settlement
RUa F. Bowden, late of Or’and, in said
couotv, deceased. Third and final account of
Then tore H. Smith, ad.n^u/atrator. c. t.
filed for settlement
Parker BpoUord. late of Bucksport. in **id
Mecond account of John
ocunty, deceased
A. Patera and William E. Whiting, administrators with the will annexed, fiI*<hfor settle

JJJ
l~3

CONDITION

discoveries as to the
habits of germs, said Dr. John J. Moorhead, a well-known New York surgeon,

Addie L. Swazey has gone to Bar
hospital for treatment.

ill of

Miss

of

achieved

same political partj 1
candidate, and each voter mi;
Lloyd Dunham, principal of the high
sign only one nomination paper for tin ! school, has rented Walter Clark's house,
art
same office except where two or more
aud will move his family the.e soon.
f
to be elected.
Henry Oraten has moved his family
ant
The number of signatures on each
to T. B. Knowles’, where they will spend
every nomination paper must aggregate
with Mrs. Graten's

by

as

ment

«t Bar Harbor.

different
for
reqaired
Primary nomination papers must be flle« I
with the secretary of state on or before
May 6.
Nomination papers may be filed onl;

v.rripiloE 5*rlce—$2 00

n.i*

WEST

Mrs. J.

offices

tnres

0OUNT> PUBLISHING CO

H. Titup, Editor and Manager.

U

report oar

York Surgeon Tell* of Great
Discoveries Made.
A revolutionary advance in tbe treat-

New

Number of Names Required on Nomi
nation Papers.
The secretary of state has prepared
as
to tb
folder giving information
primary law, when nomination paper
shall be filed and the number of signa

IrgalNmuw.

National Baitfc Statemmt*.

WAR WOUNDS FOILED.

NEWS

COUNTY

—

irfgal, Metiers.

RESPECTFULLY

eighteen.

STATE OB MAINE.
H*.’tc&cx as. At a- probate court bold at
HUsworth in and tor.said county of Hancock,
on the ft rat day of Jnonary, in the year of
cur Lord one thousand nine
hundred and

eighteen.

On the foregoing petition ordered, that
sotiee thereof be green *° *11 persons Interested. by ceaiingaco^ of said petition and
this order therein to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Amerinewspaper published at Ellsworth, in
county, that they may appear at a prostate court to be held at Ellsworth. In and for
uM county, cn the fifth day of February*
a. d. 1018, at tan o'clock in the forenoon, and.
ahow cause, Many they have, why. the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted.

»a

BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge- of Probate.
A true copy
Attest:—Oman EL Mullah, Acting Register.
STATE Or
Hahcoca

MAKKJC.

A CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
JJL a copy of the last will and testament of
JOHN A. SCOTT, late of DENVER, in
the county of DENVER, and. state
ol COLORADO.
deceased, and of the probate thereof In sa*o
ot Colorado, dnly authenticate d. having
been presented to the Judge of
probate for

atate
our

of

said county ot Hancock for the purpose

being allowed, filed and recarded in the
probate court of our snid county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all peraons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of thin order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county efHanco*h* P««>* to the fifth ihy of Februar>
a- d. 191ft. that they
may appear at a probata
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
tar said county of Hancock, nt ten a’clock la
tke forenoon, and show cause, it any they
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge ef Probum
A true copy.
Attest:— Ola a A E. Mulsam.

sa-

Treasurer's office, Jan. U. IMA
tallowing is a true list of bank deposit
bocks representing uncalled-for shawm,
transferred to me as county treasurer, under
and in compliance with chapter lTt ef the
public lawaof I6LI State oi Maine.

Acting Register

THE

Estate
Mesas O. Buck,
Thos. Stanley, 2nd,

Margaret Tamer,
Royal.

Lata Residence

$117 79

Surry,

2?

Samuel

Hattie R. Davis,
Samuel B. Freethy,

n
r.
Sargent,
WtafHDavid Sawyer,
Harriet B.
H. N. Joy,
Charles H.

Henderson.

Bowden,

H. F,

ffSt

Bucks port,
Cranberry Isles.

Ellsworth,
«
Brook

fin,

;;
Mt.

10 06
1M28
g 07
m

339
•»

Desert,
Casttne,

lit S4

Ellsworth.
unknown,

g
106 00
16 67

Buck.p^rt,

Rockland

trains

seamen

for officers' berths

Marine.
Short cut to the
jn new Merchant
Two years’sea experience required
brit^e.
Native or naturalized
Coarse
citizens only.
No enlistment. Apply at school.
P*bmal Building, Rockland.

six weeks.

«

JJ

Treasurer*^

WascoTT. County
Hancock oonaty.

SEAMEK.
Chance for Advancement—Free.
U. 8. Shipping BoardJTree navigation school
at

We p*yU|,to *n
FALSE TEETH
“■"for old or broken sets.

Parcel Post or write for particulars.
•MM* smb c#., Otft 44, lisiktMsa «- r.
Send

*

“themed

OF DISTRIBUTION
KNITTED GOODS.
INDIVIDUAL

OOURAOBD

—

DI8-

SOLDIBBW

COUNTY

HANCOCK

“OVBB THE TOP” IN MEMBERSHIP

DRIVE.

of
Tbe New England diviaion manager
on tbe authority of
the Red Croea states,
and bis asaistbe division quartermaster
tants, tbat every mao at Camp Devena,
is now provided with a
jtyer. Mess.,
and a pair of wrislore,
tweeter, muffler
received from tbe
,nd tbat 38,000 helmets
tn addition to thoae fursrin.v stores,
nished by tbe Ked Croea, are sufficient to
a helmet for every man in tbe

provide
campH „

congratulates and welcomes every
member of the American Red Cross.
Likewise, it congratulates the officers and
old members of the organization who have
given unstintedly of their time and effort to
make this membership drive a success.
But the
wonderful achievement of enrolling one-fifth of the entire population of
the United States as members of the American Red Cross is less a triumph than a call
to greater service. The Red Cross is not
merely a humanitarian organization separate and distinct from others, but it is the
mobilized heart and spirit of the whole
American people.
The American Reu Cross is carrying a
message of love and sympathy to American
soldiers and sailors and to the troops and
civilian population^ our allies in all parts
of the world. It is seeking to alleviate the
suffering incident to the war. It is seeking
to shorten the war. and it is seeking to lay a
foundation for a more enduring peace when
the was is over.
As we stand on the threshold of a new year,
in this hour of world tragedy, there can be
but one thought in the minds of the 22,000,000
members of the Amerioan Red Cross, and that
is to serve and sacrifice as never before.

THK ARMY DRAFT.
List of Men

Whose

evidenoe
in

on

Ibis

point being

overwhelm-

tbat the division msnager
future, if chapters, branches

ing.

so

requests
or

aux-

iliaries have any requisitions or requests
Irom individual man at any of the camps,
that they forward such requests to the

If there is no field
proper
director in the camp from which the request comes, it should be forwarded to tbe
office of tbe division in which tbe camp la
located.
The field director for Camp Devens
is Robert L.
Raymond, committee on
camp service, 756 Boylston street, Boston,
Mass. Communications to the division
field director.

pajamas,

surgical shirts, 13 sweaters,
helmets, 2 pr. wristlets, 6
pr. socks,
mufflers, l cap, 1 knitted wash cloth,
3 comfort pillows, 50 bandages.
Thirteen
10

2

9

helmets
sent

and

the

to

this month.

16 pr. of socks have been
New
navy league,
York,
The result of the Christmas

drive for Red Cross membership was
115 for the town. There were 49 former
members.

sent out

a

week

to-day.

In

S.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
RED

CROSS

WORK.

All the other towns

being but slightly

Following

responded well,
below

is the number

bers, by tow

their
of

new

some

quota.
mem-

us:

Amherst*.....,..

16

Asbville.

18

Aurora.

212

Bucksport.

445

Castine.

213

Isles.

Dedham.
Deer Isle.
East brook.
Eden Bar Harbor).
Ellsworth.
Franklin.
French boro.
Gouldsboro...
Gouidbboro, South.
Gouldsboro, Weal
Hancock
..

..

Maritville.
Mt. Desert ...
Northeast Harbor.
Orland.

Otis.
Penobscot.

161
155

members

are

making

A

is

collecting

magazines

and papers for the soldiers, so that every
member of the school is engaged in some

Neither is the educaRed Cross work for
schools being forgotten. At each meeting
some member or
members will be ap-

practical

work.

pointed to
history and

read papers
work of the

pertaining

to the

Red Cross.

115

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

43

Mrs. H. P. Orindle and daughter Dorothy are visiting in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Orindle, who
have spent their vacation here, returned
to West boro. Mass., Monday.

396
34
639
364
203
28
50
45

Miss Lida Perkins, who has been teaching at the Herrick district, has finished
her school and returned home.

Cove closed Friday, af35
103 ter a successful term of eight weeks,taught
by Misa Helen Quigley of Camden.
17 Pupils perfect in attending fail and winter
terms: Bryant Perkins, Kenneth White36
105 house, Otis Wight, Louise Wight, DorE. Orindle, Dorothy A. Orindle,
184 othy
Orindle. Prizes for spelling were
13 Ruby
School at

240

Plantation No. 8.
Plantation No. 21.
Plantation No. 33
Prospect Harbor and Corea.

100

Sedgwick.

224

Sorrento*.
Southwest Harbor..

49
140

Btoningtoo..

235

Sullivan (Harbor).
Sullivan, East.
Sullivan, West..
Sullivan, North.

39

..

pillows.
group of boys

18 tional side of the

Bluehill......
Brock) in.
Brooksville.

Cranberry

while the younger
comfort

4
27

the

won
by Ruth Perkins,
Dorothy Orindle.

Aima

Perkins,

Jan. 14.

L.

or

for

27
30

Heyday of the Goldsmith.
The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were the heyday of the English
goldsmith. The crusaders had brought
back with them from the Orient tales
of Jewels and enamels which they
poured Into the wondering ears of the

fine craftsmeu. Money was plentiful
35
was the patron
71 and the mighty church
Surry...
Then were whole streets
of art.
244
Swan’s Island.
turned over to the workshops of the
141
Tremont....
goldsmiths, shops which somewhat re32
Trenton.....
sembled the workshop of the armorer
32
Verona.
in the Riggs collection at the Metro31
Waltham.
were the same
Winter Harbor.
159 politan museum. There
Gothic doorway, the same oaken panTotal new members.
5,588 els carved wltl extravagant floral fanPrevious membership.
1,968 cies; the shrine of the saint was altoo, but where the arTotal for county........
7,576 ways present,
morer patron saint was St. Elol, St.
Tf»TY-TWO MILLION MKMBBRS.
Dunstan was the patron saint of all
The magnificent result of the recent
goldsmiths—no shop complete without
drive for new members o' the American him.
Ked Cross has been to increase the
membership in this country to 22,000,000.
Common Sense Legal Decision.
Henry P. Davidson, chairman of the
A receut English decision holds that
American Bed Cross war council, in a
of
telegram addressed to all chapters, says: In view of the known propensity
when startled to
The latest reports available iadicate that young, unbroken colts
the Christmas drive tor 10,006,000 new mem- rush about and to kick, it Is negligence
bers tor the American Red Cross has resulted to conduct such a colt along the highwhich
m the addition ot fully 16.000,000 names to its
way at night by leading a mare
rolls. This number, added to the more than
It was accustomed to follow, without
before
the
Christmas
6,000.060 members
securing it In any way, so as to render
campaign, makes the total present enroll*
Its owner liable where the colt, being
*nent more than 22,000,000.
startled by the light on a bicycle comThis is a magnificent tact, an expression
not alone of the patriotism, but of the fine
ing from the opposite direction, sudidealism of
the
whole
sympathy and
denly ran across the road and collided
Red Croae
war
American
people. The
with and Injured the cyclist.

_

left

Lawton

PR08PECT HARBOR.
Mrs. Rebecca Bryant is keeping house
for William Stewart.
Miss

Virginia

Rice

spent the week-end

Winter Harbor.

in

in

ac-

Her

un-

Many

Harbor
Bar Harbor
Ansonia, Conn
Ellsworth
Stonington
North Brooksville
Bar Harbor
Swan’s Island
Bar

here have

of the death of
visitor, who

regret i

with

highly-respected
had spent thirty

and

known

learned

Mr. Bradbury,

a

wellmore

Although

Deer Isle

in

for

health

poor

shore.

McKinley

The annual meeting of the ladies’ aid

Stonington
Ellsworth
Ellsworth

society

of the

Congregational

church

was

held Jan. 2 at the home of Mrs. Katherine
Walls, with a large attendance. The retiring president, Mrs. J. M. Mason, acted

McKinley
Bucksport

chairman.

as

Stonington

An excellent

financial

re-

was given
by the secretary, A. M.
; port
in spite of much
Bar Harbor Lawton, showing that
Bar Harbor additional work taken up, the sewing
circle had been true to church interests.

Green Lake

Gray, William E.,
Garvey, Joseph V.,
Grant, David,

South

Bar Harbor
Bar Harbor
Ontario

Grant, William A.,
Haslam, Frederick I,

Amherst

Isle
Hull’s Cove
Salisbury Cove
Deer Isle
Eden

Haskell, Harris W,
Higgins, Earl W,
Hodgkins, Hollis L,

Deer

Hodson, Cecil H,
Havey, Lloyd,
Hanna, Pearl W,

W. Sullivan
Sorrento
Bar Harbor

Northeast Harbor

Johnson, Gust W,
Kelley, Win M,

Bar Harbor

Louese, Jack,
Liberty, Edward J,
Leach, Kay,
Lord, Floran C,
Lunt, Latorest G,

Southwest Harbor
South Brooksville

New York City
No home address
Boston Fish Pier,
Boston
Bar Harbor
McGinnif, Michael J.,
Lamoine
Moore, John K.,
East Holden
Miller, Maurice M.,
W. Sullivan
Ober, Clyde,
N. Brooksville
Perkins, Wm. A.,
Boston City Hospital
Powell, Robert J.,
Southwest Harbor
Peter, Joseph,
Ellsworth Falls
Rankin, Howard M.,
Robbins, Granv iile,
Stonington
Southwest Harbor
Reynolds, John
Saunders, Earl K.,
Bucksport
New York City
Swanson, Harry C..
Deer isle
Smith, Allen T.,
Orland
Simpson, Leslie C.,
Deer Isle
Torrey, Raymond F,
Ellsworth
Ware, Frank H,
Franklin
Whalen, Earl A,
Ellsworth
White, Enos,

|

Election resulted in the unanimous choice

for

discharge.

HANCOCK COUNTY ENLISTMENTS.
Recent enlistments include the

follow*

ing from Hancock county: Elwell F. Bartlett, Northeast Harbor, aviation section
signal corps; Karl B. Dunbar, Held service,
coast

artillery.
SARGENTVILLE.

Miss

Higgins

Helen

is

at

home

from

Bangor.
John T. Sargent has gone to
where he has

Sunset,

employment.

Mr. and Mrs. James E. Pert have
turned to their home in Searsmont.

re-

Mrs. Minnie Noland and two children
Rockland, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Skillinger and young son
of Naskeag are guests of Mrs. George
Miss

Ruth F. Sargent has returned to
Hadley, Mass., where she is attend-

ing college.

Wynes Haskell,
on

the steamer

who has been

employed

Minneola, is at home for

the winter.

Mrs. H. J. Lynburner and two children,
who

have

been

in

Isles boro

several

months, are at home.
Mrs. John Foster of Sandwich, Mass., is
with her mother, Mrs. Inez l\ Brown,
who has been operated upou for appendicitis.
Sim.
Jan. 14.
_

FORD CARS.

Probably Impossible Co Buy Them Next
Spring.
Ford cars are available at the present time,
but are t elng shipped only to sections of the
country where they are being snatched up
immediately. This does not permit the storage of these cars by dealers, and makes s
ihortage during the early spring months
highly probable. The Ford Motor Co. is devoting a larger and larger portion of its plant
bo Ailing government war orders each month,
rhis

meins

the

substantial curtailment of

production during the months in which there
will be the greatest demand.
A great many
prospective buyers will be disappointed in
Dot being able to get oars, when they could
have protected themselves by placing orders
at this time. C.O. Morang h«s been unable
ko far to secure enough cars to All all orders
but there are cars to be had for those who act
quickly and place their orders at one t.—Advt.

women have made for
France and Belgium: 92

the
in

gowns for

children,

2

petticoats,

30

ages.

Jan. 14.

C.
COREA.

Maynard Wasgatt

has gone to Bar Har-

bor to work.

Elder Wilson has moved his family here
from Jonesport.

daughter

A

was

born

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Mrs.

to Mr. and

Cecil Stewart Jan. 5.

In Effect

John Gray and baby are
visiting Mrs.
Gray’s
mother, Mrs.
Webster Donovan.
Mr. and

The

Mrs.

grammar school
by Miss Blanche

taught
Gouldsboro.

Mrs. Emma

began

Sept. 30, 1917.
BAK HARBOR

Dec.

TO

BANQOR.

I
|
| A M
Bar Harbor.-lv.
9 45
Sorrento.

31,
Kingsley of West
The primary has no teacher

P M
[4 25.
4 55

.,.

..

treasurer, R. P. Clark, showed a balance
A report by the church
in the treasury.
clerk, Mrs. Emma Norwood, gave a clear
idea of the general condition of church
work and the many difficulties in the way

handling the same, indifference and
of co-operation proving a great
hindrance to spiritual success. The same

of

lack

officers were re-elected.
Jan. 14.

Spray.

U. S. navigation school at Rockland
and gone to Boston.
the

Miss Alice Grace
home in

Harrington

has

returned

after

..

Jan. 14.

T. E. D.

..

—

ORLAND.

Portland.lv.1.[12

Ira Leach is dangerously ill and no improvement in his condition is reported.

after

week

a

Mrs. Ida

The death

service

on

Tuesday morning, Jan. 8,

shock, which left him in a serious condition, and it was realized by his friends
and relatives that tnere was no hope for
He leaves a widow, one
his recovery.
sister, Mrs. Charles Joy, of Yinalhaven,
two half-sisters, Mrs. A. 8. Gray, of Sullivan and Mrs. Clarence Young, of Brooksville, and one half-brother, Wilson VarHe'was a member of
num, of Brooksville.
the I. O. F. Funeral services were held at
Interhis home Thursday afternoon.
ment at Sullivan.
Une Amie.

Jan. 14.

NORTH ORLAND.
James Gibbons is in poor health.
Mrs. Hattie Saunders of Milo is visiting her father, James Gibbons.
Ingalls has been confined to
the house by imfiammation of tbe eyes
but is better.
William

Ingalls & Son have all the teams they
get hauling lumber to their mill,
which they will start soon.
can

Moore

HatcaBe

is

pond

hauling pulp
to Phillips

wood
Lake

station for A. L. Foster of Eddington.
Master Gerald Patterson of Derby returned home Thursday after a short visit
with his grandmother, Mrs. H. R. Bates.
Miss Annie Jack closed her school here
Jan. 5, bat owing to the condition of the
roads, coaid not go to her home in Bradford until the 10th.
Warren Moore has received word
that her aunt, Mrs. Emily Gott, of Cambridge/ Mass., had fallen and fractured
her shoulder. Mrs. Gott is about seventy
years of age.
Many patrons on R. F. D. No. 2 regret
to learn that Waiter Grey, who has been
Mrs.

carrier for several years, has been transferred to route No. 1. Charles Burrill is
the mail at

Mrs.

present.
Emerton of

Sullivan.i.
Sorrento.*.1.
Bar Harbor-. an.!.

t7 40
rg io.
t8 45 [6 06

•

Camden.

M. L. HARRIS.

O. Chatto has sold his colt, Skyrocket,
to I. S. Candage of Sedgwick.
R.

R. O. Chatto will fill all the ice-houses !
Point from Wood's pond.

at the

Mrs, Johnson of Isiesboro ‘pent

days .recently with

her

few

a

daughter,

Mrs.

Austin Chatto.
Jan. 14.

General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine,

j

Cbumbs.
BORN.

Sedgwick. Jan 4. to Mr and Mrs
Llewellyn Carter, a son.
MOORE—At Gouldsboro, Jan 3, to Mr and
Mrs Gilbert Moore, a daughter

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work aud Jobbing.
rIONEST WORK: HONEST

PRICES

CARTER—At

MARRIED.
GRANT—CLOSSON-At Sedgwick, Jan 6, by
Rev Daniel W Kimball, Miss Esther M
Grant of Brooklin to Lewis Closson of

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Sedgwick.
DIED.
COLE—At

Hampden Highlands, Jan 11, Mrs
Zelphia D Cole, formerly of Deer Isle, aged
87 years.
DICKENS—At Gouldsboro, Jan 8, Linnie,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Edward Dickens,
aged 18 years.
EMERSON—At Ellsworth, Jan 16, Adelaide,
widow of Homer H Emerson, aged 77 years,
3 months. 2 days.
GRAY—At Sedgwick, Jan 11, Mrs Emma C
Gray, aged 74 years.
HASKELL—At Ellsworth, Jan 15, George F
Haskell, aged 76 years, 5 months, 16 days.
HIGGINS—At Bar Harbor, Jan 12, Samuel N
Higgins, aged 78 years, 10 months, 12 days.
HOOPER—At Castine, Jan 5, Frank Hooper,
aged 72 years, 8 months, 8 days.
JACKSON—At Ellsworth, Jan 15, Emily, wife
of Edward 8 Jackson, aged 66 years.
LELAND—At Trenton, Jan 8, Caroline H.
wife of Pearl L| Leland, aged 76 years, 5
months. 27 days.
MORGAN
At Framingham, Mass, Jan 7,
Nathan E Morgan, formerly of Surry, aged
78 years.
MORRIS—At Brooksville, Jan. Lovina T,
widow of William Morris, aged 84 years,
month, 11 days.
REED—At Orono, Jan 11, John W Reed of
Ellsworth, aged 68 years, 8 months, 9 days.
ROBERTS—At Sedgwick, Jan 3. George W
Roberts, aged 61 years, 11 months, 25 days.
SAUNDERS—At East Orland, Jan 10, Mrs
Phebe A Saunders, aged 72 years, 16 days.
—

a^SrrttaniinuB.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and Markers

George
Bucksport,
The mailorder house is advertising
Jan. 6, was formerly Mrs. NetWhat are you going
tie Grey of this place, and had lived here for your business.
until about two years ago. Besides her to do about it f
who died

Brewer June.
Holden..
McKenzies.
Phillips Lake..:..
Green Lake.i.
Nicolin..
Ellsworth Fallsi..
Ellsworth
.1.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Fy lv:.

A M
P M J
I
[
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.

V.
BLUEHILL FALLS.

Little Bernice Meservey has returned to

Patchen had been in poor health for some
About three weeks ago he had a
time.

driving

Jan. 15.

winter with

Gordon.

of David Patchen, although not unexpected, has cast a gloom over this community, where he bad long resided and
where he was held in highest esteem,
Mr.
both as a friend and neighbor.

Warren

called to

Gordon has gone to Augusta to

her son, A. W.

from

was

at

with his father, B. B. Havey.

the remainder of the

spend

who

25 til 05.
[5 30 [8 20
5 37 3 26
5 57
3 45
f6 02
f6 04 f3 51.
n 18
3 591.
f6 22 f4 07
6 34
4 19
6 41
4 241.
6 56
4 37
17 03 f4 45
7 11
4 54
7 14
4 67
7 20 [5 06

Bangor.lv.

Harriman,
by the second draft and has been
home
Camp Devens several months, is at
Mrs.
home, having been discharged because of
from Woodstock, N. B.
physical disability.
Shirley Joy of Connecticut is visiting
Very cold—no grange meetings, no pichis family at Mrs. Nellie Thomas’.
tures at the Folly, no coal or sugar; Red
B. K. Joy has returned from Fort FairCross and church meetings suspended,
field, where he has been employed.
and some of the finest pullets in town do
A. B. Havey has returned to Caribou,
not yield an egg.
Arthur

George Sparks is ill.
E. B. Hysom has returned

Rev.

....

Boston via
Portsmouth ar. [9 20 *4 3C.
Boston via.
Dover ar;.. i.! 11 00.
l
I
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
!
P M
A M
Boston via
I..
j
Portsmouth lv! .i. *9 00
Boston via
j
Dover
lv.. [8 00

1

to her

being with Mrs, j

Peter Benson two months.

WEST SULLIVAN.

Roberts.

South

BLOOD BUILDER
Still retains its supremacy. People
still take Hood’s Sarsaparilla because it is an old family friend, has
proved its merit to three generations
—in purified blood, expelled humors,
restored appetite, relieved rheumatism, banished tired feelings.
It long ago became recognized as
the standard blood purifier and
It originated in a
general tonic.
Boston physician’s successful prescription, and comprises medicinal
roots, herbs, barks and berries such
as are often prescribed for ailment3
of the blood, stomach, liver and kidneys. Buy it in the same style package your mother bought it in,—same
fine appearance, same pleasant taste,
same certainty of good results.

Walls (or president,
SuUivan.).
Norwood, vice president, and as yet.
Mt Desert Fy. .[10 30 f5 MMrs. A. M. Lawton, secretary and treasJan. 14.
Waukeag, S Fy.! 10 36 5 47.
S.
Hancock.I 10 39 5 48
The committee will be appointed
urer.
Franklin Road.. .! 10 47 f6 54
SEAWALL.
by the president.
Wash’gt’n June. 11 08 6 15
.i 11 10
6 22
Miss Addie Brown has returned to Ell8worth.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 9, the annual
Ellsworth Falls.
6 27
fll 15
Nicolin.
fll 28 f6 40
meeting of the Southwest Harbor branch Robbinston to teacb.
Green Lake-1. 11 37 6 4S
of the Congregational church was held at
Miss Agnes Ward has returned to Grisfll 44 f6 56
Phillips Lake-.:.
McKenzies..I.i. f6 5t
the home of E. L. Higgins. Reports from wold for the winter.
Holden.
11 51 7 04.
the aid societies, Sunday school, ChristSchool began here Jan. 7, a week later Brewer June. 12 10 7 24.
ian Endeavor and ladies’ aid were of much
Bangor.ar .j[12 15 [7 81
than was expected.
pm
pm
interest. The financial statement by the
.j f5 65 *12 54
John P. Ward has been graduated from Portland.ar
Mrs. Katherine

of

Sullivan high school defeated Franklin
Walters, Amos W,
Gloucester, Mass high in an interesting game of basketball at K. of P., hall Wednesday evening,
DISCHARGE NOT GRANTED.
2. Friday evening they were deWord from Washington has been re- : 32 to
Bar Harbor high school at
ceived at the office of the provost marshal feated by the
35 to 18.
Friday evening,
of Maine, that the President has affirmed Bar Harbor,
will play Winter
the decision of the Maine district board, Jan. 18, Sullivan high
Harbor.
the claim of Walter A. Harbor high at Winter
No.

2, denying
Googins of Hancock county

j night

theMIeQable

at the

several years, he never failed to take
long walks in the woods or about the

Deer Isle

oucanpurv
Brooksville

relief

cen-

aimmiBrmtnu.

j

Penobscot

Ivor,

July

beryl, although eighteen

turies elapsed before this suspicion
was verified by scientific proof.

weather.

severe

Since
war

summer
or

in such

-ommon

of stockings, 104 comfort pillows, 13
Claremont. He was always j pairs
fracture pillows, 3 knitted bandages, 3
one of the first arrivals and usually the
dpz. knitted wipes. Work for Red Cross
last to leave. He was a kindly man of
in October, and they have made up
much intelligence, keeping abreast of began
to date: 17 sweaters, 45 pairs ef wristers,
the times, quiet but ready and willing to
6 pairs stockings, 3 doz. triangular bandfrom his well-stored
seasons

Stonington
impart knowledge
Bucksport mind.

Frazier, George,

unuaie,

on

other

some

have returned home from

9

William

town with Mrs. Wilbur Ueed.
John Keep, of the naval reserve, called
daughter, with whom she usually spends upon friends here recently.
avoidable reason, an extension of time for her winters, is away with her husband,
Miss Willa Stewart has returned from a
the return of the questionnaires has been who is employed in another state.
visit to her sisters in Corea.
so
that
will
be
in
granted,
they
coming
Joseph Joyce, who has been in poor
The school board has united the two
for some time yet.
health since bis return in early fall from
schools here, and Miss Alta L. Grant of'
On account of changes of address, many
the Bangor hospital, where be had been
Columbia is teaching.
questionnaires have been returned to tbe treated for several weeks, recently develJohn and Clyde Stewart accompanied
local draft board, having been undelivoped serious mental trouble and was
ered because tbe persons in question could
their sister, Mrs. Harlan Butler, to Portagain returned to the hospital.
land after their mother died. John will
not be found at the addresses given.
Owing to coal shortage, the primary attend a school of
Persons knowing the present whereabouts
navigation, and Clyde
teachers in the new schoolhouse
the public schools.
of any of these men will not only be doing grade
have been obliged to take their pupils
a patriotic service by furnishing them to
John W. Stinson and wife have been in
back to small rooms in the high school
the draft board, but will be doing the men
Hancock since the first of the month.
The
larger building will
department.
themselves a service by such action. The
Capt. Stinson is getting his lobsters out of
use wood when the small supply of coal
men whose questionnaires have been thus
the pound for shipment—an arduous job
on hand is exhausted.

many cases, however,

count of distance

Holt, Earl D,

The holidays and the extreme cold
office ( Red Cross) on this matter should weather retarded somewhat the
work of
|
H. Hallow ell,
be addressed to Robert
the Red Cross at the headquarters in the
director of military relief, 755 Boylston
Neighborhood house, but knitting has
street. Boston, Mass.
gone on apace. Box No. 4 contained:
HANCOCK COUNTY “OVER THE TOP.”
41
bundles dressings 9x9, 3 bundles
Hancock county has gone “over the dressings 4x4, 5 bundles dressings 6x3, 2
3
doz.
top” in the membership drive, with 376 to bundles triangle bandages,
1 doz. prs. wristea®, 2 doz pr.
spare. The quota set for the county was sweaters,
7,200; the membership reached is 7,576. socks, 1 doz. scarfs, 2 doz. pillows, 1 doz.
The fotlowmg towns and plantations surgical shirts.
The chapter school committee has comreached or exceeded their quota, in order
of percentage of membership attained, pleted the organization in the grammar
beginning with the highest: Plantation school, and the enthusiasm of these youthNo. 21, Cranberry Isles, Sorrento, Brook- ful members is inspiring. Tuesday afBucksport, Eden, ternoon from3.30|to 4.30 is the hour setin, Swan’s island,
Winter Harbor, Sedgwick,
Ellsworth, lected for class-room work. The older
Penobscot, Castine, and plantation No. 8. girls and some of the boys are knitting,

Mrs.

and

Thursday for their usual winter visit to
their son Harry in Portland and their
daughter and other relatives in Boston
and vicinity.
ago, and under the genbe returned, filled out, by
Mrs. Mary Lurvey will spend the winter

Haskell, James A.

Jan. 14.

Mr.

Emerald le Ancient Jewel.
The emerald has been known since
early times, both In Europe and In certain parts of the Orient, where Its at>
tractive color and rarity have endowed
It with the highest rank and a varied
lore. Mention Is found of It In writings
dating 300 years before the Ohristiuo
era, and In the writings of Pliny, he
particularized somewhat on its properties and supposed medicinal virtues;
and was even shrewd enough to suspect its identity with the much more

two

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Have Been Undelivered.

eral rule should

husband, she leaves one son, Edgar, and
daughters, Mrs. Walter Douglas and
Mrs. Fred Dunham, all of this place.
Jan. 14.
fi.

NEWS

Questionnaires

The local board is still busy with the
classification of men under the selective
draft. The flood of returning questionnaires is now receding, as the last were

satisfaction to know tbat to tar |
records of the Militsry Kelief
hursso show, every soldier and every
sailer in the New England division has a
ISLESFORD.
sweater, Tbe same la practically true in
returned are:
Tbe
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, the seacoast
regard to wrtaters and mufflers.
Anderson, P J,
exceeds
tor
helmets,
however,
held
an
service
in
demand
missionary,
interesting
Arata, William,
bsve
and
Ked
Cross
church
chapters
the
the supply,
Sunday evening.
Arata, Charles P,
to
have
some-of
the
knitbeen requested
Miss Charlotte Kelley, who has been Astbury, Samuel,
sweaters
diverted
to
on
helmets,
ting
employed at Mrs. William Faulkner’s, re- Arrente, Masoinco,
being
urgently needed for turned to her home last week.
helmets
Appleby, James P,
Devens
than
thoae
at
other
Camp
soldiers
Schools commenced last week. Mrs. Brewer, Clarence E,
for
tbe
navy.
■nd particularly
Sarah Rich is teaching the grammar Burke, Patrick,
Id tbe distribution of knitted goods to
grade and Miss Annie Bodge the primary. Bona, Loreto l>,
in
found
that
it
was
very early
the camps,
Mr. and Mrs. William Black have closed Clay, Arthur M,
maand
misuse
of
waste
order to prevent
Lewis B,
their
house and gone to Camden to visit Clark,
in
a
made
must
be
distribution
terial, the
Conary, Lionel H,
Mrs.
Black’s
Mrs.
L.
A.
Farnsmother,
manner.
Tbe
system adopted
systematic
Cooler, Geo W,
worth. They expect to go later to Massais to fit out military units as a whole: the
Carter, Fred,
commanding officer canvassing each com- chusetts, where Mr. Black will obtain
Carey, James F,
pany, allowing only one outfit to a man. employment.
Comeau, Emale L,
This system works perfectly except where
Raymond Spurling left last week for Doucette, Edmund.
interfered with by indiscriminate and un- Xortbfleld, Mass, where he will attend
Davis, Fred M,
the Mt. Hermon school. His grandfather,
recorded giving.
Dakin, Donald,
This giving on the part of chapters and Lucius Whipple, accompanied him as far
Eaton, Sherman L,
individuals, though undoubtedly done as Saugus, where he will visit his sister Erickson, Jacob,
caused for a few weeks.
with the best of motives, has
Field, Ralph H,
serious loss aDd
consequent abuse, tbe
Red Cross shipments last week were: 18
■

the

<s

COUNTY

new

OF

SYSTEM

-01FT8 TO

council

cross.

Wood Wanted
We

iu the

are

market

for

White

Birch, Yellow Birch,
Rock Maple,
also Poplar.
Good Prices, according to
quality of stock. Please call
at our office or address

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
AUTOMOBILE
BATTERIES

STORAGE
REPAIRED

RECHARGED
Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter

A. P. ROYAL,
68 8TATE ST.
Next to Court House, Ellsworth

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician andContractor
Electric

Supplies

Estey Building

and Fixtures

Ellsworth

Telephone

38-11

PraftHtonil

ALICE

H.

SPECIALTY

SCOTT

HADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union 8»le Deposit A Trustee., of Portend, for furnishing Probate and Buret, Bond
Agent Ollrer Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Oor. Main and Water Sts. 'over Moore’s Drus
Store). Hi low orth. Mo.

StAetraoMEU.

2Uiti!tU«nitnta.

NEWS

jCOUNTY
HLC&HILL.

FELT LIKE Jl NEW
'APEM
“Fruit-a-tires”
East Ship TTarbop*,
*‘It is with great pleasure that I write
to tell you of the wonderful benefits I
have received from taking *Frult-a-

than he.
“It seems to me you take the great
news
rather coolly,” he went on
“Here I've done for you what mother
and yourself have been trying to do
for the last tw-o years, and you haven’t
a word of thanks for me.”
“Bobbie, what do yon mean?” asked
the sister as she sat np and laid aside
her book.
“Mean? Mean? I can’t mean but
I have found a husband
one thing.
for you at last
"W-h-a-t r
“Oh, you have come to your senses,
have you? I thought it would astonish
you. I have needed a brother-in-law
for the last two or three years, but no
I
one seemed to take a shine to you.
went out looking for one this morning
and I found him without much trouble.
Susie, he Is a cracker-jack—nicest fetler you ever saw. His name is Earl
Cosgrove, and he is a good feller from

tives”. For years, I was a dreadful
•offerer from Constipation and Head0cdas, and 1 was miserable in every way.
Kothing in the way of medicines seemed
Then I finally tried
to help me.
“Fruit-a-tives” and the effect was
After taking one box, I feel
like a new person, to have relief from
{hose sickening Headaches”.
Mbs. MARTHA DEWOLFE.
80c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial siie, 25c.
At ail dealers or sent postpaid by Fruita-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

splendid.

COUNTYNEWS
HANCOCK.
and

spending

are

820

J. Hodgkins of Chic-

Mrs. T.

the winter at

Mobile,

Ala., and along the Gulf coast.
Cros9 membership drive, 103

the Red

I

rj'.w names were

head to heels.

“Bobble Wlnthropt, what are yon
talking about 1" half shouted the girl.
“Why, about the chap you are going
to marry, of course,” was the sober
reply. “You see I went out into the
woods this morning with my Flobert

Mr*.

added in the town.

Fosb was captain, with Mrs. A. E.
Crabtree, Mrs. J. G. Martin and Miss
Elizabeth Jellison assistants.
1

A

j

Minta Stratton, Martha Marshall
and lions Stratton are arranging an enMisses

given

tert irunent to be

“Tne

Minister’s

pie

a

program

Wife.”
social

Following

|

the

will be held and

proceeds

Part of the
g>>m°s played.
for the Red Cross.

is

The following chiefs have been elected
in Omaha tribe, I. O. R. M.: Prophet,
Archie Foss; sachem, Frank Goodwin;
seniors., A. E. Crabtree; J. S., A. B. Foss;
K. of R., John K. Stratton; C. of W., O.
W. Foss; K. of W., A. B. Crabtree. The
new!y-elected chiefs of Ellinee council

“You are talking pure nonsense"'
exclaimed Miss Susie, as she knocked
the cap off his head.
“There is no nonsense about it,
Susie. I didn’t quite invite him to
come back to the house with me, but
I shall tomorrow. I am going to do
it to show you off and see If you can't
catch a husband.”
‘Ton weren't forward enough and
bold enough and mean enough to tell
him you had a sister?" queried the
girl, as her cheeks flamed up.
‘T don't remember that I did, but
I am rather absent-minded at times.
If I told him anything about you. it
was that I hope you'd get married soon
because I was tired of seeing an old
maid about the house. It shan’t Iasi
much longer.”
Bobble received a shaking which
clicked his teeth together and a push
which sent him far out of the room
and Miss Susie returned to her book.
Bobbie hunted up his mother and related the circumstances to her, and it
was with a very sober face that she
received them and replied:
“Bobble, you must not plague your
sister about men. That Is the way to
make a girl hate them. Don't bring
tills young man to the house, and don’t
talk about Susie to»him.”
“But can't a feller like me talk?”
protested Bobbie.
“Yes, but talk of general things."
Bobble wgnt away growling and
muttering, and next morning he saw
the stranger again.
He was a little
more on his guard this time, and when
he got home he had nothing to say,
and no one tried to pump him. For a

Prophetess, Lola M. Crabtree; Poc.,
Foss; W., Hazel Reed; K. of R.,
Alice J. Crabtree; C. of W., Emma Merchant; K. of W., Caroline C. Foss; Pow.,
are:

Nellie

O W. Foss.
The

pupils

of the corner school, Mrs.
McQouldrick teacher, gave an ]
entertainment at the town hall recently,

Alice
The

program: song,
tationa. Myrtle Foss,

“America;”

j

reci-

Kenneth Young;
“Points of View,” Phyllis Stratton, Harry
Frances
Springer:
recitation,
Page;
Bong, school;
recitations, Cline Page,
Madeline
Young,
Phyllis Stratton;
dialogue. “When Mrs. Burns was Housewife;” recitation, Cora
Preble; song,
school:
recitations,
Harry Springer,

!
[

j
J

I
!

Merchant, Philip Eldridge; song, !
school; recitation, Eugene Chamberlain;
dialogue. ‘’The Mu she Teacher;” reci- 1
tatiou. Howard Marlin; song, school;
recitations, Albert Colwell. John Stratton,
r ; song, school. The proceeds, |12.18,
Mane

were

given the Red Cross.

There is

no

branch of the

town, but the

“doing
bavH

women

bit”

their

of

Red Cross in I
Hancock are |

nevertheless.

j

They

in the

past two months to the j
Bar Harbor chapter: 15 surgeons
gowns,
16 ambulance pillows, 72 triangular ban- :
dages, 45 T bandages, 4 wash cloths, 2 hot j
w

15

sent

ater bottle covers, 14 prs. service socks, ;
sweaters, 2 prs. wristlets, 2 helmets,

This work has been in
B.

charge

i
!

of Mrs. C.

Pamela grange gave $50 to
work, and of this amount $40
expended as follows: Sent to

Y'oung.

procure
has been

I knew there
rifle to kill a bear.
wasn't one left on Long Island, but I
thought one might swim over from
Connecticut just to please me. I found
the young man, while hunting around.
He is what they call a naturalist. Oh.
Susie, he is a peach of a good feller,
and I only hope you'll fall In love wjth
him!”

at tbe town hall

T mrsday evening, Jan. 24. It will consist of readings, singing aud a short farce,

Bangor chapter—24

prs. service socks, 11
prs. hospital socks, 9 prs. wristlets, 7
scarf*; to Ellsworth chapter, 7 prs. service
socks, 4 sweaters, and 2 prs. wristlets.
Jaa. 14.
h,

wees to come

WEST FRANKLIN.

Rena Coombs is at work at S. T. Goodwin’s.

A telephone has been installed in the
residence ol F. W. West.
Schools

Joy

are

in

and

session, with Mrs. RegiMrs. Emily Coombs as

teachers.

C. L. Coombs and

son Forrest, and E. E.
purchased the stumpage on
the Julius Darling lot, and are
getting out

Coombs have

pulpwood

and

stalled me

logs.

The

girls In this part of the town are
Knitting squares for a comfort quilt for
the soldiers. Any one having bits of
yarn
or worsted will
assist in the work by
sending it to Valma Shuman.
Jan. 14.
Echo.

i

9

will
expect, your money
has
C. B. Alexander always
it to you.

guarantees

be

a

returnee

supply

an

,.

i

m

year.

Positive—Convincing Proof

It is all vary well to nuke claims
but can they be proven? We publish
the formula of Vinol to prove the
statements we make about it
r> Cod Liver mnd Beef Peptone*, Iron anj
Manganese Peptonates, Iron and Ammonium Citrate. Lime a&d Soda uiycer>

Leonard Anthony, who has had employment in Boston, came home last week.

Sybil Hammond is teaching at Gouldsboro, and Martha Young at South Ooulds-

phofiphate*.

ooro.

Henry Hamilton and
Latbrop of Prospect Harbor
Mrs.

Mrs.
were

Caacarin.

Any doctor will tell you that the
of Vinol as published
j ingredients
above, combine the very elements
needed to make strength.

Dewitt

j

recent

j visitors here.

AU weak, run-down, overworked
R.lph Gerrish, who has employment at j
Lowell, Mass., has returned after two ! nervous men and women may prove
this at oar expense.
; weeks spent here with relatives,
There is nothing like Vinol to re.
Mrs. Rubie J. Tracy has returned from i
store strength ana vitality to feeble
liar Harbor, where she spent the holidays
old people, delicate children and all
! with her daughter, Mrs. A. 8. Adams.
persona who need more strength.
! Miss Mildred Jordan is teaching in the
Try it. If you are not entirety sat.
1
isfied, we witl return your mosey
Miss Bailey and
grammar school here.
without question; that prove} oui
Miss Dyer have returned to the same
fairness and your protection.
graaes an last lenn.

—

11

|
|

was out in tne wooas

%

Cozy'
Though Snowbound
What matters it if you are snowbound—
if you have on hand a good supply of'
SO-CO-NY Kerosene? You are sure of
having plenty of light and heat*-inexpensively, too; for even in the face of
soaring prices SO-CO-NY Kerosene is the
same economical product that it always
was.

“I haven’t said anything because you
said I was a blabber, but It Is the same
young man I met In the woods and
wanted you to marry, and now you
get a hustle on and give me a brother^
In-law without any undue delay!"
(Copyright, 1»1T. by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

It is the best grade of Kerosene oil put
by the Standard Oil Company of
New York. Easy to light, easy to use.
so
Burns with a clean, odorless flame
brands
other
of
different from many
kerosene.
out

>

—

Insist on ’SO-CO-NY next time you order from
your grocer. Then you’re sure of what you get.
A gallon
Each gallon is dependable and pure.
used in a Perfection Heater will give you eight
pleasant hours of comforting warmth just when
you want it and where you want it.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
Principal Offices
New York
Buffalo

blushed.

discovery that has forced rheumatisi
and sciatica to yield and disappear.
Begin the Rheuma treatment to-da]
and if you do not get the joyful relief yo

junior

1

|

one

his

COUNTY NEWS

II

it

following orarers.
rresiaent,
Butler; senior vice-president,

Miss

rem

NEWS

complete

Miss Brewster of Rockland began school
in the primary grades Jan. 1.
M. B. Jordan is recovering from an attack of blood poisoning in his arm.

Mrs. Christie

Susie was all sympathy at
once.
She told him to lean on her
and she would take him straight to
the house, where her mother could use
some remedy for the sprain. He hesitated to accept, but finally did with
^DmotuaBosct
many thanks, and after a slow and
painful effort, he reached the house
j and was at once handed over to the
tender mercies of mother and the cook.
TRY THIS TO BANISH
I Later on a doctor was telephoned for.
ALL RHEUMATIC PAINS i The patient gave his name as Earl
| Cosgrove, but that brought no memPeople wbo have been tormented foi ories.
j
years—yes, even so crippled that the] I
When Bobble came home he found
unable to
were
help tbemaelves—bavi
the patient still In the bouse, but he
been
brought back to robust bealtl
For a week
hardly bowed to him.
through the mighty power of Rheuma.
more he hardly had a word to say.
Rheuma acts with speed; it brings ini
and It was at the end of three months
have prayei
tew days the relief you
that he one day said to his sister:
the
It antagonizes
for.
poisonB tba
"Susie, something tells me that you
am
I
cause agony and pain in the joints
are gotng to marry Mr. Earl Cosgrove."
sore
muscles and quickly the torturing
She turned her head away and

completely disappears.
It is a harmless and inexpensive
edy. but sure and certain, because

COUNTY

to

Mrs Henry Trask has returned from a | Alexander’* Pharmacy, C. E. Alexander,
SORRENTO.
| visit in Southwest Harbor. Mr. Trask,
Prop., Ellsworth.
Osgood; junior vice-presihas
L.
C.
Albert
E.,
accepted
who recently enlisted, is at* the naval
Whipple.
dent, Mrs. Mary' Peters; chaplain, Mrs.
and
Works
Great
assumed
bis
training station at Newport, U. 1.
Caroline Snowman; secretary, <Mr». Sadie position at
duties there Jan. 1.
The officers of Winter Harbor lodge, F. ;
Soowman; treasurer, Mrs. Abbie Billings;
Mrs. Barbara Stinson Petta, Western and A. M., were installed
conductress, Mrs. Nettie Leach; guard,
Wednesday ;
NORTH LAMOl^E.
^(Jnion operator at Gardiner, is visiting evening, Jan. 2, by Past Master F. M. j
Mrs. Sarah Davis.
her mother, Mrs. A. H. Stinson.
Reuben Carter has been confined to the
Weston, assisted by Irving^Wiliey.
The Bluehill army and navy club will
bouse, UTM cold.
Telephones have been installed at the
give a dance in the town hall WedPrincipal Karl Lee of the high school
residences of A. L. Whipple and E. H.
Mrs. Rufus Hodgkins, who has been ill
Jan.
23.
The
nesday evening,
prohas accepted a position as superintendent
two months, is convalescing.
Jellison, also the pay station at the new
ceeds will be used by the club for the
of schools in Harrington and vicinity, and
Willis, oldest son of John and Laura E.
benefit of the Bluehill boys in the service. post office.
will soon leave to begin his duties there.
The winter term of school opened last
Austin, who left home when a young maa
Supper will be served free of charge, and
Dr. J. S. Bragg accompanied Miss Hatand had not been beard from for thirty
wreek with Mrs. Maud Trask of Southno effort will be spared to make the dance
tie Martin of South Gouldsboro to the
west Harbor as teacher. She is boardthe leading social event of the season.
years, recently wrote from Miami, Fla.
Eastern Maine general hospital last week,
His mother, the only one of the family
Committees on arrangements are as foling with Mrs. Whipple.
where she was successfully operated on j
now living,'was greatly rejoiced to hear
lows: Dance committee, A. M. Moor,
Mr. and Mrs. L. U. Bragdon recently for
%
appendicitis.
from her son, w hom she bad mourned for
Harry Hinckley, W. B. Harriman; supper visited their sons Hollis and Edward,
Much inconvenience was experienced
as dead.
Elwin
committee,
Emerson,
Eugene who are in the U. S. navy at New York,
among the householders here during the
V.
>Jan. 14.
Saunders, H. N. Grindle; decorating com- having recently returned from France.
ware.
recent cold
Frozen waterpipes
mittee. A. M. Moor, Gale Hinckley, R. L.
An auxiliary of the Hancock county
CASHNE.
were common, and
cellars
which
had
Parker; advertising committee, W. B. chapter of the Red Cross has been formed,
bBFTUARY.
never been known
to freeze surprised
Harriman, H. A. Saunders, N. K. Twin- j with the
following officers: Frank L. their owners
Frank Hooper, a
native
of.Castine,
by the ~tirst time.”
ing; floor manager, Harry Hinckley; aids, i Trundy, chairman; Mrs. Wavie H. Goodhis entire’life in bis borne town,
Much interest is manifested by the living
Orman Gray, J. H. Osgood, Austin Howwin, secretary; C. E. Hale, treasurer. It
died Sunday, Jan 6, after a brief illness
ladies of the village fn Ked Cross work.
ard, Dr. O. Littlefield.
has a membership of forty-six, and work
of pneumonia.
Jan. 14.
S.
j has already been placed in twenty-two Since June there have been sent to PortFrom early boyhood
be was engaged
i homes. Ada is considered pretty good land and Bar Harbor 43 sweaters, 48 jwh. in business in Castina. first
being in
j men's hose, 3 prs. heelless socks, 33 prs.
SlJbrmstmtnta.
work for a community of thirty-eight
the furniture business in the store af13 beiraets, 22 wash cloths, 2 doz. ;
written,
families.
terward occupied by E. T. Davies, and
napkins, 4 doz. hdkfs, 1 doz tray cloths,
FKKK Ur lUAKUE.
after this he drove the stage from Castine
Sorrento is doing its “bit,” in this war. j
22 comfort pillows, 4% dox. pajama suits,
Any adult suffering from cough, cold j To date it has the following men in the 1 dox. convalescent robes, 4kj doz sor- 1 to Bucksport. He left this work to enter
A. A. Hanna, A. A. Hanna, jr., P.
the meat business in wbicb he was enor bronchitis, is invited to call at Alexannavy:
geons shirts, 21 abdominal bandages, 24
W. Hanna, Warren Sfaitn, W. L. Sargent,
for thirty-three years. He made
der’s Pharmacy and get, absolutely free, a
triangular bandages, 14 petticoats, 4 night gaged
a host of friends, both among the townssample bottle of Boschee’s German Sy- Sidney Osborne, Hollis Bragdon, Edward f shirts.
1
people and the summer colony.
rup, a soothing and healing remedy for Bragdon, Clyde Fenton and iohn Nash;)
Jan. II.
8.
40*
He was a charter member' of Hancock
all lung trouble, which has a successful also El wood Wilbur, C. E., with the coast
--record of fifty years. Gives Xfye patient a and geodetic survey at Washington. Two *
Lodge, F. and A. M.. and a charter member of S. K. Whiting chapter, O. E. 8.
good night’s rest free from coughing, with others are registered under the selective! Itch!
Itcb! —Scratch!
Itch!
Scratch!
Mr. Hooper was seventy-two yearff of
free expectoration in the morning.
draft, but have not yet been called to ser- ! Scratch: The more you scratch, the worse
*I
leaves
a
widow
and
one
the itch. Try Doan’s Ointment. For eccem.-*, i age. He
Regular sixes, 25 and 75 cents. Por sale vice*
T.
in all civilized countries.
daughter.
Jan. 10.
any skin itching- SOc a box.— Adri.
Mrs. Alice

passerby?”

Dess

C. E. Grover, who baa been quite ill,
is about again.
Ivan Hanaon has returned to U. of M.

To Take It

Gray.

The annual installation and dinner of
the W. R. C. was held at the post hall
January 12. Mrs. Florence Merrill in-

and fields with the naturalist every
day, but not a word did he have to
say around the house.
The following week he went away
on a visit to his aunt, to be gone a
week, and it was during this week that
Miss Susie took a saunter in the
fields, looking to gather some wild
strawberries. Before she had picked
a
single berry she heard a voice
calling to her and. looking around,
she saw a young man seated on a log.
He beckoned to her to approach, and
as she drew nearer he said:
“I beg your pardon, miss, but I have
met with an accident.
By a careless
step I have turned my ankle and cannot use it. Would you go to the highway and ask aid for me from the first

Harry Goodwin has moved home from
Lamoine, where he has been employed.

nald

ne

Addie

VINOL CREATES

WINTER HARBOR

Children Like

Thousand* of children have worms and
Ga., has been promoted to the rank of seris.
J their parents don't known what the trouble
Deranged stomgeant.
Symptoms of worms are:
swollen upper lip. sour stomach, offenach*
will
close
at
ti
The stores in the village
sive breath, nard and full belly with occaol
sional griping* and pains about the navel,
p. m. until April 1, with the exception
pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull,
the
and
and
second
Saturday evenings
twitching eyelids, itcbiu., of the nose, itchseventeenth day of each month.
j log of the rectum, short dry cough, grinding
| cf the teeth, little red point* sticking out on
D. D. G. M. Neil Raymond, assisted by tongue, starting durirg sleep, alow fever.
Always keep Dr. True's Klixir on band for
Grand Marshal Frank S. Call of Ellssuch cases. It is promptly effective and the
worth, installed the officers of Bluehiil : nice thing about it is that children like to
I take it.
lodge, I. O. O. F., Jan. 10, as follows; P. 1
Mrs. il. W. Robert* of
Asylum at.eel,
G., E. L. Osgood; N. G-, W. C. Stover; V. Fliui, Aitchigau. wrote to us; "time used
Elixir and as far as I know my little
G., Walter Robertson; secretary, C. E. the is
cured of worms." She wrote in again
girl
Greene; treasurer, J. H. Morse.,
j later saying, "Baby is fine and 1 think it was
medicine that helped her.”
your
Reofficers
of
Mountain
The following
Dr. True’s Klixir, the Family Laxative
aud Worm Expeller. has been on the market
bekah lodge were installed Jan. 11, by D.
more
more than eo
rears, aud more and
Mrs.
and
M.
Lena
Snow
G.
D. Mrs.
people are using it all the time to expel
Florence Greene: N. G., Sadie Snow; V. worms, or to tone up the stomach and restore natural action
of a.
n-*C*r
G., Mrs. Annie Mason; recording secre- vhe bowels. Children like
fO/w/j.SLcywct- (y.
tary, Ethel Stover; financial -secretary, to takfe it. Write us.
(Jiwtura.Mam*
Mrs. !
Mrs. Olive Saunders;
treasurer,

‘‘So there you are,*1 said Bobbie Win
thropt, as he entered the sitting rooti
and found his sister Susan curled ut
on the settee and rending a !>ook.
She looked up at him and frowned
Bobble was twelve years old, and then
were those who termed him precocious
At any rate, he thought be was mar
enough to boss his sister around, although she was eight years older

After Taking Only One Box Of

Mr.

McIntyre returned from a trij
to boston Friday.
Harry Gillis, who is at Camp Gordon
Ernest

'MmmiKmtraa
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Boston
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j
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Ecrnl Uoticn,
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No.

OF IHAINB.

ancocb *••
♦he court of county commissioner* begun
worth withiu and for the
and bolden s# K
otf Of Hancock on tbesecono Tuesday
October, a. d. 1917, and bya.adjournment
d. 1917.
the 11th day of December,
In aca
nd now the county commissioner*
with
section
80,
10, re
chapter
cordance
statutes of Maine, having first made an
,nnal inspection in tbe month of September.
all the county roads in the uulna
laud in
_orawd township# ana tracts of made
an
county and having thereupon
‘‘:n,ate of tbe amount needed io pat then in
to be safe and convenient for
i» r so as
Y&iic travel, do hereby assess upon the fol.wiDK ^F^*>rib**d unincorporatrd townships
said countv of Hancock
rt tract* of land iu
•elusive of water and land reserved for puo*
named purpose of putuge for tbe above
L And keeping/said road* in repair for the
also
for permanent 1md.
1918|7aiid
a
.*r
vcnientson State roads.in accordance with
the revised statutes of Maine, as
of
26
spier
,liow9. to wit:
number seven, south diI*ll0n township
the sum of #29 l# for the re*
laioii we assess
roads in aaid township as provided in
®0 revised statutes of
t*r 10. wct|o»
aiiie and being desirous of Htate aid for
prinsnent improvements of the Suite road in
lid township, we hereby raise and approriate in addition to^iutd a">ouni ,regu arly
t rthe nn o' hiih
^"sed and
Avsand bridges in Maid township, *he sum
filflOShr* provided in cl.«p er 2ft of the re
Mum .tun * mount in,
,,e<j ato»ea. Hai
j) to the sum of #129 19. Valuation #.,2 298.
And
at* of taxation four mills on a dollar.
e hereby assess uion tacb of tbe several
following list, his ae
wDer* named in tn
nffive proportion therein set down otfyiP
It
uni o #129.1# as follow*:-

♦

%

Jn

i9lCihf

—

Name of owner.
acrea.
A Campbell A Co.
93
Joel Hinckley.
93
Cberrylield Lum614
ber Co,
Hancock Lumber Co, 485
Percy Homer and
Merritt W Eldndge, 619
Charles Emery,
25
E E Ring Land Co, 10,180
Premiss,
Henry
Frank K Hinckley,
John W Hinch.
Hillard C Scboppe,
280
E H Greely.
H E Hamlin and
Gideon Joy,
800
C Vey Holman,
850
Minnie Rom Holman, 365
Fred W Ayer.
700
Nash A Hewall,
2,710
58
Robert R Walker.
4
Barbert E Robbins,
600
A L Stewart A Sons,
Edward S Bowen,
l,Ck»0
Jasper Wyman A
1.000
Son.

liroi

appropriated

^

No.
yane of

V'

V.luation.

acre*,

owner.

Tax.

RESIDENT OW NEKS

160
116
160

•pi'rson Preble.
riioiol Smith,
V Smith.
oite L .Smith.
acksou A Tracy,
taby J Tracy,

#

#8 00

750
466

1 86
2 89
2 6#
60
1 30

722

180

W0
400

100
74

824

690

#3.302

#13

21

NON*RBSIDKNT OWNERS.

50

100
200

rt>en Ashley estate,
80
Fletcher T wood.
158
(taller A Smith,
80
o in Baker estate.
80
;p Baker.
400
George Downs.
400
|ebn C McFaul,
Rockland & Rockport

90

400
160
160
800

1

60
A4
64

3 20
3 20

800

o,

Lime

»w

87
John H Tracy. 2d.
160
: F <fc Jerome Baker,
John A Peter*,
Henry W Cushman,
Charles J Dunn,
How Ard B Moor, 2,200
7,560
F W Uoodwiu,
250
Frank P Noyes.
26
Frank Johnson,
76
Viilinm Hill,
180
Frank BiLlbby.
Wilium R Martin,
*13
120
Edward O'Brien,
100
Thomas Perry,
60
JF Plummer,
90
Everett Smith,
5

to.

John S Young and
Lewis Kidder,

72
128

17 60
60 40
2 00

50 )
50
150

20
60
120

300
26

to
80
80
60

200
200

150
180
20

72
08

400

80
1 60

270

1

100

08
40

1.000
20

4 00
(«

106

210

81

?0

200

80

*2*.5)96
3,892

f 115 98
13 21

*32,298

*129 19

15,068

hereby appoint R. V. Smith of Steuben
to superintend the expenditure of

We

1 49
1 49

1.238
50
20,360

.Hindu Ascetics Revived After
Three Months Under Ground.
9 90,
40

I'anaticr in India.
1,600
1,700
780
1,400
5.420
308
275

1,290

12 RO
1360
5 84
11 20
43 36
2 46
2 2o
9 BO

I

J

j

2,000

16 00

2,000

tboo;

141.011

#328

(

8

We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of i
Franklin as agent to superintend tbe expen- |
diturs of the sum of #178 08 under otlr directions npin the mads L. the western p.rt of
h im township No. 10. conunr-ncit;' at the. ea**t
Hue of towns ip No. 9 and est-nding to a
stWle marked “A” standing < n the northern
sn.d tnwr sMt No. 10: 1
jfi.Je of said road^in
•sum of #150.00 of said assenMueij’. loge her
with tne amount received from the Sia;e, is to
i>e expended upon the State load in said
Itownshlp as directed by the State highway
T
commission.
Upon township No. 10, eastern part, we
^
Assess the ;suro of #105.10 for the repair of
roads in said township as provided in chapter
10, section 60 of the revised statutes of Maine;
and being desirous of S ateaid for permanent
improvements of the State road m said township. We hereby raise and appropriate in addition to said amount regularly raised and
appropriated for tbe care of highways and
bridges in said township, the sum of #50.00 as
provided in chapter 25 of the revised statutes
of Maine. Said assessments amount in alt to
#155.10- Rate of luxation fifteen mills on a
dollar. Valuation, #40.340.
No.
Valuacres,
Tax.
Name of owner.
ation,
Cberrylield Lum2508
#6.270
ber Co,
# 94 05
50
120
1 80
Charles L Wooster,
139
380
5 70
George Downing.
80
30
90
Robert R Walker,
9«0
2.400
86 00
Fred W Ayer,
600
2H0
9 00
W L Robertson,
390
5 85
Woodbury Small est, IS5
120
50
1 80
Aatou Wooster,

Rev. Dr. J. C. R. Ewing, missionary
to India, who recently returned to the
United States after 3g years in the
country of the rajahs and mahatmas,
was discussing the mtruculous things
reported of the Hindu ascetics and
admitted that he has been obliged to
tell of some things which he hus seen,
but does not understand.
Doctor
Ewing said:
“It is certainly true that the Hindu
magicians perform some tricks which
our best
sleight-of-hand performers
afe unable io approach. I have seeu
some things without being able to account for them, but I am, nevertheless, certain that they are all tricks.
One of the best of these was un exhibition
with
cards.
The
performer
placed a Reck of cards upright in a
glnss. Then, taking another deck, he
exposed a card and calling “come,
come” several times in his native language, the identical card which he was
exhibiting rose out of the deck In the
glass and stood where It could be seen
by a large audience right on top of the
deck, the performer at the same time
exhibiting the card which he had selected. I believe that this was due to
clever manipulation, though I suppose
some persons would ascribe it to tel-

!

i«a**tu
the sum

of *129.19 under our direction upon
the read* in s id township No. 7; the sum of
fltt.Ot of said assessment, together wi ti the
amount* received from the State, is to be ex
pt'dMl upon 1 he State road in »aid township
»* directed
by the State highway couuni*lien
Upon township number eight, *ou h div sion, w.
M«Kt sb
the sum of #8for the
pair or roads it raid townsb p, a* provided
ib chapter tt.imioi. 60 of the 1 wised statutes
of Mai> e. ar d being desirous of State Sid for
permanent improvements of the State road
id ea>d township, we hereby raise end appropriate in addition to said amount regu atl\
rsls d and appropriated for the care
of highway* and bridge* in said township,
ti.- sum of #ije 00 ss provided in chapter 25
revised sta;utes of Maine.
Said
amount in all to the sum of *20*01.
Vain
atir-u f3 .4j4.iA J Rate of taxation ten mills on
a dollar.
*
And we hereby saves* upon each of the sevr*al owners amed in the following list, tu*
fs»ei»v* 1 rov«>rtl
therein set (lowu/uf
feSr.ot |4>4 94 .»
f V,

appoint

$38,594

Frank

8.

section
reason

confined

Ther»

be

can

no

of the selection of Tnomaston

selected because it

was

j

was

2,820
174

2>4
1,100

2,2f4>

LCjtrcvwu.

Tcul
•

1*1

non

9.997

hereby
appoint
**

B.

9

80
32

l.tAU

11

1?0

838

Totals.
W»

7

50

resident*. 9.6‘'0

teiidem*,

7oo
80
WB

20
00

20

60
,V>

110

<0

60

»IS318
1.IT8

»i*i 18
11 !6

#2U.4P4

#*.4

94

Joidan of Walsg< nt to superfme' d the expenditure
mesoniii! 9*t.94uM|der our Direction upou<
*®*d* »n said uWnsbip >o »; She sum of
*
W oi said ssseMuien
tfgeiher with the
received from the Htate. is to be exupon the State road in said township
*oirectid by the State highway commission.
I pen
township number nine, south di** assess the sum of
for the re
•1*01*1
0 ro*ds in said
township ala pro\ided in
10* **c:ion 6b of the revi»e<l statutes
of
Maine; and being desirous ot State aid for
pcrinaneat itnpiovemeuts of the State road in
l0WUBh,p. we hereby raise and appro*
■?d 10 Edition to said auiouut regularly
*^d appropriated for the care of high
and bridges in said township the suot of
•J-*
ptovided in cnapter 16 of the revised
’‘■•utes of Maine. Said assessments amount
tit#52. Rate of taxation ten mills ou
‘aollar. Valuation ft:,6 2.
K.

rhlr
uP

jw-Was

t

M
^stne
of
B

Nr.
owner.

acies.

Vila*
ation.

Tax.

Oretly, H

E
and WalB Croat man,
2,026
L«“her Co, 5b0

n‘«r
SSS09*.
Brothers,
toward ^Bchoppe.
S Bowen.
pr-5.

SO

436
2,866

4.4*0
1,00U
120
870

40 50
10 00

MU

6® 12

1 ^0
8 70

6.16 62
MM #11. M2
h^fcby appoint Fred K. Gordon of
*» agent to
superintend iheexpeu*
’he

sum of #66.62 under our direction
roads in said township No. 9; the

witk
to

.he*6oW)

°*

said assessment, togei her
received from the State, is
uPOn the Htate road lu said
directed by ihe Htate highway

k*tbe “mount*

to^„e,**>€l*d*d
•»

Upon township

number
of * 76

ten. western part.
i» tor tb- -eepair of
5*..*°
township a- prov’ded In otiap
6o of iue rev is d stain tvs ot
aud
dtairou" ot Hiate aid foi
ter*
aueul improveoie-.t* ol be State rt,urt in
we bereoy raise and a; p o
P’iat U
ttdd*,;Ou to aid siuount regularly
Uis.a
a“^ “PPiop'inted tor tb« cate of ni*it
»svk
bridges in said town-hip, the sum
«f
** P'oviifd
*» chapter 26 of the »e
** OI
*»«» aaae>* mt-uie
■'*»”»*•
sn.,
'* *** ad to #f2e0*.
hftie of 'axain n
mins qn a do.lar. Valuation, #4t,bil.bCi.

’he
rc,-il*r*““■**
1

lai(i1

vi*ld

sum

,Wu*h»p.

dhbrrtisnnnite.

Encourage

suitable site for

a

the

tn'-ld ini
owner, description of
* chgs
property,
of
land
lot
W
Bowden,
heirs,
Albion
formerly owned by Albion Bowden,
* 2 50
tot 16ft. 10 a. val *40,
Mary W Carter, house, stable and lot
23 45
of W F Treworgy, Pine st. val *800.
Wm K Gifford, % lot of land ol W W
Collins, formerly E W Rogers and R
Stubbs heirs, lot 115. range 2, 20 a,
val *60,
Mr* Frederick Grant, house, stable and
lot. Piue st, val *400; Held formerly
19 71
Lampher and Chase. 3 a, val *100,
Austin E Kimball, bouse, barn and
land of Lafayette
Kimball, lot 51,
range 7, 62 a. val *600; lot of land
formerly Caroline Kimball, lot 32,
range 7. 15 a. val *100; lot of land
formerly Kimoat. heirs ict61, range
7, 8 a. val *3t ; lot of laud formerly H
87 58
Hopkins, val *40,
Ausel Liboe*, laud of Mary B Lowell,
fo-n>erL Wit ham H Lowell, range 1,
6 74
3 a. v
*I»U,
V\ m .* McKeuney, bouse and lot, tor
8 46
m«rly t'b^ries \ W illiams vul *20»>
Penobscot Hay Riv r » o, Colby wbarf
36 41
(M> railed! and laud, val *1.000,
M«»i to * et A Leacn est. bo.<se stable
and lot. corner Fiankliu and Pine
27 19
ti eel val *7v»0.
Mrs Doris Fox est, store and lot. Main
s«r*et, store and lot adg, formerly
53 15
James Emery, val *2,200.
Louis H. Chanuleh, Collector
of taxes of the town of BuckSyurt.
Dec. 2«, 1917.

legislature,

a

on

me

let another day pass
doing your part to keep
Happy by keeping Healthy. Large

bottle, small dose. Price 50 cents. All
druggists and general storekeepers.
r>e sure you get “L. F.” Sample free.
The “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
Maine.
__

CO» LECTOR'S NUl'iL't OK BALE.
taxes on land situated in the Plantation of Lang Island, tu the county of H»u
cock for the year 1*17.
fl^HE following taxes on real estate of nonX rest leut owners in the Plantation oi Long
Island. Tor the years 1W7 10 .»i7, committed to
uie tor collection tor paid town, on th. 3l-t day
of May, n»17, remains unpaid; and n t ce i->
hereoy given that ii su.u t-x t» not previously paid, so much ol the rea» state taxe
as is sufficient to pay the au.ount due there
for will be so.d at pubiic auction at schoolhouse. in said Plantation (the same being the
own
annual
last
the
where
place
meeting of said town was he;d) on the drst
a oi.
o’clock
at
nine
19i»,
of
Monday
February,
Tax on
Name of owner, description of

Unpaid

|

r*ai

H Mil loner, real estate containing granite quarry situated on
northwest* ru side of Biack Island
#S0C0
in said Plantation, value 65c0,
A. P Davis, Collector ol taxes for me
Pi. of Long lsiauu for the year l*i7.
Ft01101.boro, Dec. *». 1*17.

has

__

At l’KK

}

NOTICE.

of Lilswur.ii to support a nr care for those wuo
may need assistance during hve years beginuingJau I. 1*16, and are legal resid ui» ol
hiibwurUi, 1 lorbid all persons trusting luuu
ou m> accouut, as there is plenty of room and
Accominot siious to care lor tnem at toe City
Ahthck B. Mitchell,
Faro* house.
!

I

11

AV1NQ contracted with the City

| an

soothing, healing, pain destroying

JOHNSON’S

“The

Over 100 years of splendid success.
Whether needed internally or externally it is ever humanity’s great

“Frier*. in Need"
’

Jeanette Bunker and Miss Miriam
Higgins of Bar Harbor and two brothers,
George P. Higgins of Bar Hat b r and
John Higgins of Green Lake.
Mrs.

Gteorge Douglas Shirley of Louisville,
Ky., for many years a well-known member of the Bar Harbor summer colony,
died January lat Martinsville, IndM where
he was a patient in a sanatorium. His
death'was caused by heart failure. Mr.
Shirley was fifty-nine years of age. The
only near relative to survive him is his
mother, now eighty-seven years of age.
Mr. Shirley

traveled around

the

Riley,

Whitcomb

Rollins

Ellsworth. Four children
them; two died here of
diphtheria some thirty-four years ago,
were

consist-

erected

again

on

Mr.

of

born

and the

to

boys accompanied

other two

is married and lives in

The younger son
Miles City, Mont.

Roy, the elder, married

before he left here.

their

parents West.

Jellison leaves several brothers and
i
siBters.
Mr.

F.

Jan 14.

writer of

traveler and

was a

Liniment

mans.

TRENTON.

world

Miss Nathalie C. Young
Corinnn.

and later

returned

has

to her school in
Henderson

H.,

N.

Young has gone to Exeter,
the winter with his sister,

spend

to

Mrs. Oscar Pearson.
received from Allen M.
parents, that he has arin Scotland.

Word has been

Hopkins by
rived safely

Shirley’s country

estate.

his

Cross workers sent last week
1 pr. wristlets,
H sweaters, 13 pr. socks, 18 pajama suits,
The Red

to the Bar Harbor branch

/

OBITUARY.

The body of Hollis Linscott, who died
j and 20 bandages.
tending from Main street to George’s
January 4 from injuries received at the j Jan. 14.
1>
river, was purchased of ex-Governor Brewer Ice Co.’s
plant at Eagle Lake, was \
King, at a cost of $3,000, and the building taken to his former home at
West HanSOUTH HANCOCK.
as far as its eaves, constructed for |12,000.
cock Monday for interment. There were 1
Jeremiah Turner has returned from a
The
contractors
(from Quincy or
prayers here at the home of Mrs. Linscott’s | few weeks’ visit in
Bungor.
Boston) had, by the middle of July, no
sister, Mrs. William Jordan, Kev. D. K.
less than fifty men employed
on
the
Capt. J. W. Stinson and wife are at 6.
bearers were |
McLain officiating. The
H. Mitchell’s for a few weeks, in tue inground, with two lighters, transporting Washburn
McFarland, Pearl McFarland, 1
the granite from St.*George, and, after
terest of their lobster business.
Albion Brewer and William Webber.
Governor Parris and

inspected'

had

contractors

of the council

one

work,

the

October 15 the

their job

finished

and left

by November 24. Other contracts were
made, among which Jos. Berry was to
cover the top of the prison with rock for
$500, which, with the house for the
warden, was finished within the year.
In June, 1824, all being iu readiness,
and Dr. Rose having been appointed
warden, convicts began to arrive, fourteen
been
brought by water from
having
Charlestown, Mass., July 14, making with
those previously received, a total of thirtyfive, mostly employed in the lime quarry.
In 1828, the western wing was enlarged
by the construction of tw-enty additional
cells.
The

original plan

which the convicts

of

were

the prison by
nightly let down

West

At

place at

Mrs.

Hancock the funeral took
G. B. Bridges, Rev. B.

strueting three tiers of cells, one above
another, substantially built of stone, entered by iron doors of open grates, secured
by an iron bar running the whole length
of each tier and simultaneously bolted.
This alteration was
at a cost of $13,177.

planned
Toe

sufficient

demand,

executed

limestone

got
meeting with
of
granite
hewing

by the convicts

out

and

Harbor,
patrol. «

| brought up the river from quarry which
to
State purchased iff St. George
j the
considerable extent substituted later.
a

was

j

a

"A large part of the prison having been
destroyed by tire, Dec. 22, 1850, the warden took immediate measures for repairs;
and being visited January 2,1851, by Govhis doings
ernor Hubbard and council,
were approved and $5,500 appropriated to
conclude the work. A main building of
stone was erected, and nearly completed
in May, 1851. The stone wall around the
yard, in progress some years, was
1854.
In 1855, a guard-room was built on the
southeast corner of the wall and a story
added to the wheelwright’s shop. In 1858,

prisoners had so much increased, (numbering 128) that there was a
great want of roagn; and, though $13,000
was appropriated in March of that year,
the number of

tect

was

done, the

employed

to

from West Hancock about
He

industrious and

was an

six

years ago.

worthy citizen,

John Paris is having
wood cut

a

cargo
his wood lot here.

on

Byron Roberts
ville, Mass., where

of pulp-

Mrs. Ida Burns is visiting
daughter,
Mrs. Wendell Grant, in Stillwater.

one

Wealthy

Miss

visiting

at

Grant

of

the homes of

Mas*.,
Henry Burns

Lo vtll.

of-age, put five cords of wood on to the
of the wood-sawing machine of
Arthur Cole, in a little less than three
hours, Friday.
Jan. 14.
Xenophon.
MAR1AVICLE.
News has

reached

William,

son

resident

of this

in
He

some

was

sixtten

born

here,

Dec. 29.

He

warden

mark of

a

of

advent of the railroad all

outgoing

the

supplies

were

handled at

was

executed in

barf.

convict, who

prison prior to ibe abolition of capital
punishment, was Daniel Wilkinson, who

mis

the’penalty
is

of the law
with

Nov.

20,

the others

in

on

“God’s Quarter-acre,” on the south slope
uj*nn the
| of the prison, the only mark
l.is nuiu
r as a constone being *'2005,

;
i vict.

N.

| wright

and author.

is a king in hisewti right;
For
an unhappy slave.
man
and
sluggish liver, use Burimpure blood
dock Blood Bttte^s. On the market 35 years.
♦1.25 a bottle.—Adnt.
A

an

healthy

former
moved

man

unhealthy

When Vour

Child Crle*

night and tosses restlesalv, you feel worried. Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders Tor Children Break up Colds in 24 hours. Relieve
Teething DisFevverisbuess. Constipation.
orders and destroy worms. Used by Mothers
All Druggists, 25c
for 30 years.
Sample
FREE. A S. Olmsted. LeRoy. N. Y.
at

Milder Ills
—when the food disagrees, the play
has been too strenuous, or the dreaded
colds are taking hold—the housewife
of experience has a tried remedy at
hand.
It has proved her helper for
many years, and she knows its value.

Peruna Tablets Are A
Quick Aid

of the convicts since the

this gate is

grave

hive

j.'etfd,. *nd 44*ro>-.»d
The hove*- wi'l be done

For Little Folks’

nmcer Hueain

nally built beside the Georgt'S river, befew
came unused and there are only a
relics of it left standing, yet prior to the

His

Friday.
Jan. 14.

f?pyrt«s A WbPu«v

co*.

S6terti«incnts

|ny officer having been

With the advent of tlie Knox and Linrailroad, the wbart w nicb was origi-

1885.

Whitcomb,
their camp

make examinations.

coln

suffered

a

years ago from here.
and married Caddie

I

1

the disturbed digesfree the overloaded stomach,
the catarrhal conditions and re-

They regulate
tion,

strength.

w

stationed there.

Deacon

that

Jellison,

town, died at his home

Billings, Mont.,

there

here

of Reuben

the cold,

The last

has gone to R;:k!and
husband, whose patrol boat is

Ralph Frye

to visit her

table

build the

his

Mr.

Miss Mira Verrill Dix of Germantown,
Arthur Cole and George Giles have each
wood-sawing machines, one Pa., entertained during the holidays G.
Richardson of New York and
going to South BJuehill and the other to I Donald
of
son
the lower part of this town.
Boston. Mr. Richardson is a
noted playAngus Henderson, seventy-eight years Anna Steese Richardson, the

overcome

t

with

started their

the

or

«*re

Lent.

w\fe

Martin

WEST TRFMONT.

U. 8. Geological Survey, showing it to be
142 feet above high water.

iucoming

and

Gordius is in very poor health.

and Ethel Eaton.

was

At the base of

SEAL COVE.

Augustus Gordius
their daughter, Mrs.

her

is

Tkslma.

Jan. 14.

the archi-

built.
Toe original gateway of the prison, over
which are in large numbers, the date, 1824,
would to-day be considered very inadequate for the hauling in or out of goods.

prison

Tbirty-seven\
joined.

Mrs.

has gone to Whitiushe has employment.

May 14, 1863, Warden Richard Tinker of
Ellsworth, on passing by the door of one
of the shops was assailed by one Francis
Spencer Couillard, wdo stuck him with a
knife, iu passing, on the right side of the
throat, severing the carotid artery and
producing death in a few moments. Oouillard was a short terra man, was indicted
for murder, plead guilty and received, at
Rockland, May 19, 1864> the sentence of
death, and was hanged in the prison yard

assailed by

oil

<

being insuffi-

sum

plan proposed by

hus-

He is

last week.

Johnson of Ellsworth officiating. The the coast
bearers were three brothers of the deceased,
George Merchant visited his grandCharles of Ellsworth and Howard and mother, Mrs. Hattie Haven, a few days
Fred of West Hancock, and Pearl Me- ; recently. tie is training for the co.i.it
Farland of Bar Harbor. Edward Linscott patrol, at Bumpkin island, Muss.
W.
and wife of Surry sang three selections.
Jan. 14.
There were many beautiful flowers.
WEST THE MONT.
Mr. Linscott leaves a widow who was
Miss Gertrude West of Egypt, and twelve
Rev. Mr. Da zell of Southwest Harbor
children—Mrs. Joseph Murphy of Haver- preached here Sunday evening.
hill, Mass., Lester, Merle, Hollis, Lyman,
Mrs. L. WThe Red Cross met at
Milton, Donald, Priscilla, Margaret, Doris, Rumill’s Friday evening. Since DecemKathlyn and Mary of Bar Harbor. Mr. ber 4 they have completed ani sent to
*and Mrs. Murphy came to attend the fun- Bar
Harbor, 6 sweaters, *7 suits pajamas,
eral.
17 prs. stockings, 6 helmets, 6 prs. wriMr. Linscott and his family moved here
members have
new
ters.
H.

not

the

Turner visited her

.ludson

band at Bar

the home of

an opening in the stone floor toj
and bad a wide circle of friends.. The
cells, ill-ventilated, damp, cold, not provfamily has the sympathy of all.
on
a
great
ing satisfactory,
improvement
Jan. 10.
Spec.
the side of humanity was made in repairconin
and
it
1834, by
remodeling
ing
j
NORTH BROOKLIX.

through

oujunez-i, ioo».
is the only one of

iLrgat Waiters.

♦

%

Don’t

without

I

site,

ing of ten acres of land, including the
quarry of limestoue so long used by
the first proprietor and his successors,
Wheaton, Knox, and others, and ex-

cient for the

teal estate.

summer

;

and many other common ailmeats
all yield quickly to that wonderfully

here

of the Ocean cottage
Field” and cate'ing to
tourists. He was well liked, with

in

prison—which ability. He
report of a previous I with James
state

mil."

"Limestone

nothing

c

lived

viewing committee, had determined to l
accompanied Mr. Riley on a lecture tour
locate in this town, and which was to j of the
country. For many years he ocbe constructed under superintendence I
cupied his cottage, Birch Nest, on West
of Dr. Rose, met February ,18, 1823, and, j
street. About six years ago he bad this
after inspecting the several localities
| picturesque cottage taken dow'nand transof the place, decided, May 7, in favor
ported to Lexington, Ky., where it was

clear head, well regulated
stomach, liver and bowels you cannot
help looking on the bright side of
With a

Name of

distant

and

digestive troubles.

things.

bad

whole

Tone up your system occasionally by
taking The True "L. F.” ATWOODS
Medicine, a preventive and, relief for

nW'pwid

and

proprietor

was

finished in

Your Stomach

>T ATE or MAINE.
Collector'u Adterttaement of Sale of Lands of
Resident Owncj9.
taxes on lauds situated in the towu
o. Bucksport, iu the county ot Hancock, foi
the year 1917.
on real estate of
rpHK following list of taxes towu
of Bucksresident owners in the
J
port stores Aid, 'or the year 1917 committed to
me :or collection for said town on the 20th
day of Jnue. 1917. remains unpai ; an
notice is hereby given that if said taxes, with
interest aud chaiges, are not previously paid,
so much of the real estate taxed a.s is sufficient
and uecessary to pay the amount due there
for, including interest and charges, will be
sold at public auction at Alamo Theatre, in
said towu, ou the flrat Monday in February,
1918. at nine o'clock a in.
Amt of

equally

East port.
Kittery
A committee consisting of Dr. Daniel
Rose of jBootbbay, Hon. Benj. Ames of
Bath, and Hon. Thomas Bond of Hallowell, having been appointed to purchase
between

of

of the sum of $12 40 under our direction upon
be roads in said township No. 28, the > u n ol
$100 of >aid assessment, tog-trier witu the
amount received from the ■state, is to be ex
pended upon the State road in sai l township
as directed by the State highway coni mission.
it is Lereby ordered that a list of townships
and ol the foregoing assessments thereon ne
publ.shed Ua the Ellsworth American, a
paper primed in the county where the (amis
lie. three weeks successive!* the last publicu
tion to be within three tuoutbs from the date
of assessment.
Ellsworth, Maine. December II, 1917
Co. Comr’s
Melville L. Allen,
:
for
VVi.nfu.ld S. Thkhoboy,
1 Hancock Co.
How ard B. Moom*
A true copy.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Clerk.

for

State prison, because in the early part
of the 19th century practically the only
portion of Maine that was well populated
was along the seacoast, and Thomnston

v

28 20
1 74
25 04
10 oo
22 60

at Charlestown,
question astoth^

the

"•

Calvin H Thomas
sod John K Lit*
d* field.
1,416
nt'vvy Kinrman,
87
Tioor D bailey.
1,252
Joho o Whitney.
aoo
■sry 1; Austin v«t, 1,126
J»'per Frazier,
10
CTiaries J Treworgy, *M
40
8 K M am I in.
4tx;
*1' H
e
675
hy.
*■ nwiod
Brown.
ih
,ii ,ood Browi. *nri
ttllu.m Biown. 80
“!-'*»o(ir.
SO

days

located

sentenced from this

were

Mrs*.

up

$ 308 75

Rowe

Harbor,

Bar

throughout bis long life, one of Bar Harbor’s most respected citizens. He had been
in various lines of business and in the early

—-1!^?

by itsrlf, aJI

the trick of making a

and resuscitated.
“The theory upon which these torAurora as
agent to
tures are endured Is that our separate
superintend the ex
dilure of the cum o
$2087.’ under our
existence Is a mistaken notion and
Sen
irection upon the roads in said township
No. 22; the sum of $100.00 of said assessment
that only by asceticism Is It possible
together with the amounts received from
to overcome the mistake and realize
the .state is to be expend'd upon the State
road in suid township as directed by the
unity with all things. The teaching
t»tate highway commission.
Upon township No. /8, middle division, which has been evolved by the Hindu
we assess the sum ol $12o 40 for the
repair of ascetics Is very beautiful and very atrojds in said
as provided in chapter..
township,
tractive for a certain type of mind,
assessments || K, section to,
of the revised statutes of
Maine, and being desirous of State aid for
but It Is after nil nothing but a form
uent
of
the
State
perm
^he
improvements
of atheism. The Christian religion is
we
'road in said township,
hereby raise aud
appropriate in addition to said amount spreading rapidly In India, especially
raised
and
for
the
hregu'ariy
appropriated
among the lower classes and we have
>i nighw*vs and
bridges m said towncare
tolloW^Jh
'ship i/fe suui o' $i«o oo a« »i-.>vi :e in clus- great difficulty in taking care of the
^ ter 25 revmM *i
>ite*
e.
sof M .1
8«H
No.
Vain*
convens.
Among llie higher classes It
ae$su.euis amouui iu all to #r/o4'»
Hale .f
N-.n
of < w per.
Tax
*cte«.
atiou.
taxactou five uikh on a dollar. Valuation,
Is spreading, too, although formal asHusm K Archer,
4
00
400
lOu
*
$44,080.
sent to It Is slow on account of the
lipwani C Flt.i her,
268
268
6<
No.
Valuwilliam H Rankin,
1 TO
10
170
severity of the caste ostracism which
Lorenz, z K etcher,
1
08
108
54
acres,
ation.
Tax.
Name of owuer.
Jna L Pie cher,
follows conversion. The English gov2 30
280
115
Curt’s L Lynch.
160
$ 320
$160
Ea«te n Mauutacturernmeflt has the country well in hand
.is
*1176
*i,(76
91.17
18,234
9,117
ing Co.
n««l It would seem that the country is
Wnucomb, Haynes
NON
KSII KXT OWN KBS.
12.763
127 63
destined for a very raplif development
& Wuitne*,
25^*26
A '(It F Huti.bani,
550
6 50
275
both Id Christianity and democracy.
" |M- Hi
22.010
flay ||( s
$44,080
$220 40
5166
kWiit.ey.
,*83
5.K6
We hereby appoint Frank S. Rowe of Au- I
william Davis,
62
62 rora an
:?»
agent to superintend the expenditure
LJ “arch.
1680
K*t)
l.twM)
21397

hereby

in

unusually large circle of friends and
acquaintances, and his sudden illness and
death are deeply regretted.
He leaves a
Prisoners Once Lowered Through , wydow, two sons, Hollis of Bar Harbor,
and Dr. Ralph Higgins of Bangor, one
Trap Door Into Dungeons.
Prior to 1820. when Main** became a State daughter, Mrs. Ada .Stafford, tw*o sist*-rs,

4,152
$10,340
$155 10 I plant grow from a seed before the
We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of
this, too, I believe, Is the reeyes,
Franklin as agent to superintend the ex- ;
A curtain Is
1 sult of manipulation.
peudfture of the sum of $105 10 under our
direction upon the roads in the eastern part
placed around the vessel and then reof said townsh p No. 10, commencing at a
moved. and the plant shown expanding
stake marked “A” on the north side of said
road and extending to the west line
of
and growing.
1
Cherryfleldftbe sum of $50 00 of said asaess“Somewhat more difficult to be skepwith the amount received !
meut. together
from the State, is to be expended upon the
tical about, however, are the performState road in said township as directed t>y
ances of the Hindu ascetics, and some
the State highway commission.
of these are possibly the results of
Upon township No. 22. middle division
we assess the sum of $2»>8 75 for the repair
religious fanaticism. I know of the
of roads in said township mb provided in
chapter 10, section tiOufthe revised statutes case of a mun who lay 14 years on a
of Maine; and being dcslaous of State aid
bed of spikes. That Is, he was said
for
the permanent
improvements of the
to have lain there 14 years. EventualState road in said
township, we hereby
raise and appropriate in
addition to said
ly. of course, he died of his sufferings.
amount regularly
raised and appropriated
for the can of highways aud oridges in said
I saw the man myself, and there was
township, the sum ot^lOO.OO at» provided
no reason to doubt the tales of the
in chapter 25 revised statutes oi Maine.
Said assessments amount in all to $308 75.
length of time of his torture.
Rate of tMxatlon eight mills on a dollar.
“I know also flint the stories of men
Valuation, $38,594.
going into a cataleptic state and being
No
Valu*
burled are true. The tongue Is putted
Name of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.
Fred W At er,
346
$690
out ns far as It can be pulled and
$ 5 52
Cnerryfleld Lumthen turned bark Into the victim’s
ber Co,
4.425
70 80
8,350
A Russell Mace,
320
64U
5 12
throat and he becomes unconscious, all
Helen 8 Mace,
820
640
6 12
animation being apparently suspended.
Whitcomb, Haynes
& Whitney,
6.0t7
12.174 97 39
He Is buried, and after remaining In
Whitcoiuo, Haynes
the ground for a period as long as
& Wuitiiet,
10,400
15,600 124 80
222 19
three months In some cases, he Is dug
We

bay.
Samuel N. Higgins died Saturday morning after a week’s illness of pneumonia,
aged seventy-eight years. He was born

MAINE’S ANCIENT PRISON.

oi
seen

dation and carried ont into the

Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes. IOc.. 25c.

epathy.
I have

liver and bowels.

--f

CougLc-Colds
Crarrsps-Ch;!te
Sprains-Strain:,

high tide Saturday, a small bouse
near Fifleld & Joy’s market, occupied by
Edward McKay, was lifted from its foun-

BEECHAM'S
POLLS

Returned Missionary Tells of Remark,
able Performance of Religious

68

Utifotrtiiseinm®,

in the

Regulate these organs and keep
free from headaches by using

162 88

3

stomach,

the

|

6 96

4 60

mostly from disorders < f

come

NEWS

BAR HARBOR.

—

8 22

1,028
870

COUNTY

ARE BURIED ALIVE Headaches

Tax.
$

a|d

Total non residents, 14.378
690
Tots! residents,

Totals,

180

329

4.400
15,100

Eastern Pulpwood Co, 20Q
He*et W siinith and
Louise H W).lueu, 135
flfl
William Sperry.
John A Petes*.
Howard B Moor,
Alexander C Uasertby,
Henry W Cushman.
500
Charles J Dunn,
5
Isaiah Tracy.
MgadaLOC Towing

I

40

20,276

Valuation.
$ 186
186

remove

Peruna Is A Reliable
It has proved that in innumerable
households from Maine to California, and in foreign countries. It
is the chief reliance in the American home for all catarrhal trouble
and \vherevv- a tonic is needed, in convalescence and as a preventive.
In tablet form it is ever -ready-totahe, a rial life insurance. If you
haven’t used it in this fern:, get a box

today.
THE PERUNA COMPANY
Columbia**, Ohio

Family Remedy

ism.” “The soldier who endures suffering, privation and fatigue, whc
courts danger.., cannot take only in
proportion to the resources of the
country.’ He roust take all that is necOne has no
essary to his existence.
right to demand of him anything superBetter Than
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ELEVATOR EPISODE

I

By LOUISE OLIVER.
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"Hello, kiddo; how’s the world goIng with you these days?”
Marion started.
Undeniably, these
words were addressed to her, as she
was the only occupant of the elevator,
besides Its operator.
She looked up Into a pair of very nice
blue ayes, then at the thatch of mateecolored hair below a gray unvlsnred
cap. and at the straight alert figure
buttoned up to the chin In a Jacket of
severe

military

cut.

“Oh. pretty well,” she answered with
Marion’s smile was very
smile.
a
“How about you?"
sweet.
Same as usual. Too long honrsaud
too '■mall pay. but pretty good, at

that.”
•;'he elevator sl'd down another
flour, slowed, stack and stalled again.
Then It slowed again and Jerked to a
standstill—between floors.
“Good gracious 1" said Marion Impatiently. “What’s wrong?"
“Don’t ask me. Power’s ofT, 1 sup-

pose.”
“It certainly Is most annoying.”
“Sorry. Got a date?”
nat

“Oot a (late—engagement?"
Marion laughed In spite of herself.
“No. It isn't that. I have some business
to attend to for Mr. Marshall."
“John Marshall I Do you work for
He's district attorney, ain't
him?
he?"
“Yes."
“Well, if he's as hard on his office
people as he Is on the poor people he's
always persecuting he'd be a lemon to
work for.”
Marion decided this was too good to
keep. She'd have to tel! her brother
John how he stood with the people.
“He's not so bad," she defended. "He
has to do his duty.”
But say, do you
“Yes—I B'pose.
think he's glvin’ that poor fellow Jewett a chance?”
“Chance! Of course.”
"But nobody thinks he’s guilty."
"Maybe he Isn't. But that's for his
You see." said
attorneys to prove.
Marion, “a district attorney has to ap|H-ar severe, it's his business to try to

There—they're
prove people guilty.
hammering downstairs. 1 suppose It
will soon he fixed. I must get out of
this."
"Ain’t you havin' a good time?"
"Wonderful,” smiled Marlon.
“I knew a fellow once that knew
Jewett," said the other.
"Did you?" exclaimed Marlon.
“Yep. He thinks there's something
wrong. Thinks n pack of fellows used
him. He was that kind. Do anything
for anybody, Jim says.”
"Well, It's too bud," declared Marlon. “but the law's the law and some
body has to do the state’s work. Besides—” she hesitated—"he really was
guilty of treason you know. Why 1
have—” she looked at the bag. “right
here, papers that are suttlclent evidence to convict him.”
Suddenly the young man said: "Say,
would you mind bolding this lever over
this way—tight. I'll have to look at
the switch under the seat. Better put
your things down—It will take both
hands.”
Marion obligingly obeyed.
After a
mi time the operator replaced the seat,
relieved her of her task and pulled
over a lever.
The elevator slid downward to the first floor.
"Thanks for helpin’,” said the yonng
fellow, gratefully. “Sorry you're late.”
*■
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“See you

tomorrow,” she added imShe liked this friendly
pulsively.
yuuug chap In spite of his ridiculous
hair.
She walked quickly to the
street, called a tail aud found herself
at the station In ten minutes. Just in
time to catch Caruthers before his
train pulled out for New York.
“Here are the papers!" said Marion
breathlessly, reaching into her bag.
Then suddenly she went white.
‘Why
—they're not here! They're gone. I
them
here myself! They’ve been
put
stolen!”
Then suddenly she thought of the
elevator chap with the yellow hair who
had a friend who knew Jewett.
That was the end of Marion's career
in the secret service.
One night several months later when
Marlon was dressing for dinner the
maid brought her a card.
The man who rose when she entered
tiie drawing room looked familiar—
yet she was uncertain.
"Don't you remember the elevator
boy." he smiled, “who stole your papers and disappeared?"
Marlon flushed.
"1 see," he said. "You haven't forgiven me. I came to tell you that even
If Edwin was technically to blame he
has expiated his sin. He died in the
trenches fighting for America. I got
word today.
He was my younger
brother."
“Oh, I'm sorry!" exclaimed Marlon.
"He was never to blame. said her
visitor sadly. "He was a loyal patriot.
I knew It and bad to save him."
“You were right to do it. then. said
Marlon. “I’m very, very sorry about
him."
“I’m lonely; there were just two of
us," said the other sadly, “and we
were great chums.”
“I'd like to say something to comfort
you," said Marion softly.
"Perhaps, If you don't think too unkindly of me, some day you can,' said
the man.
“Perhaps," smiled Marion, humoring
him us she hud done the elevator hoy
months before.
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